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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Significance of the Study 
Batters in all classifications of baseball, whether on the little 
league level or on the major league level, consistently strive for hitting 
proficiency. They know.that baseball games are won by scoring runs. 
Hitting is a very important part of baseball but even the best hitters 
fail more than sixty percent of the time to hit safely. An example of 
this problem is evident in surveying the averages of the batting champions 
of the National and A.."nerican League. During the years of 1928, 1948, and 
1968, the National League batting champions had averages of .)87, . 376, 
and .335, respectively, and the American League batting champions had 
averages of . 379, . 369, and .301 respectively.1 
In a closer examination, one can note the constant decline in 
. batting averages. The present era seems to be more of a pitcher's para-
dise. According to Duke Snyder, former Dodger slugger, the pitche1•s have 
been taking over the game and have so dominated the game that the day of 
the four-hundred hitter has probably disappeared.2 
In light of the decrease in batting averages in baseball competi-
tion, the development of a method whereby hitting consistency might be 
improved seems imperative. Identifying the specific skills related to 
lJhe Baseball Encrclopedia (The Macmillian Company, Collier­
Macmillian Car1ada Ltd.,, Toronto, Ontario, 1969), PP• 150-160, 
2"�w'lhere Are the Hitters?," Newsweek, 7la 86, June 3, 1968. 
hitting success and their subsequent emphasis by the players and coaches 
involved could do much toward achieving the desired results which in 
turn would lead to increased spectator intere st. 
Sta. tement of the Pro bl� 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship be­
tween right grip streng-:th, left grip strength, right wrist strength, 
2 
left wrist strength, trunk strength, kinesthetic perception, peripheral 
vision, depth perception, reaction time , speed of movement time, hand-eye 
coordination, agility and leg power with the ability of a batter to hit a 
baseball. A secondary purpose was to develop a regression equation from 
the independent variables which could be used to predict hitting success. 
Hypotheses 
1. There is no significant relationship between hitting a· baseball 
and selected anatomical measurements and motor responses. 
_( 2. A multiple regression equation to significantly predict hitting 
ability in baseball cannot be developed. 
!4.mi_tations and Delimitations 
1. Eight een athletes from the South Dakota Sta.ta University base-
ball team were used as subjects. 
2. The subjects consisted entirely of right-handed batter s .  
J. Indoor hitting data were collected as a result of subjects 
batting against. a pitching machine and live pitching in batting cages. 
Outdoor hitting data were collected as a result of subjects hitting against 
opposing teams' pitching in game situations. 
4-. Only ·the ability to hit the baseball in fair territory was 
investigated. 
J 
5, Right grip strength, left grip strength, right wrist strength , 
left wrist strength, trunk strength, kinesthetic perception, peripheral 
vision, depth perception , reaction time, speed of movement, hand-eye 
coordination, agility and leg power were the variables investigated, 
Definition of Terms 
�Eility. The physical ability which-enables an individual to 
quickly change body position and direction in a precise and quick 
manner.
3 
Dep�h perception, The coordination of both eyes to diserinui1ate a 
third dimension in one's environment and to adjust oneself in relation 
to objects in the visual field,4 
Hand-eye coordinations Hand-eye coordination indicates a good 
working relationship between the eyes and the neuromuscular system . 5 
I Hitting ability. Hitting ability is the ability to hit the ball 
wlthin the foul lines. The batters did not have to reach base safely. 
3
Barry L. Johnson and Jack K. Nelson, Practical Measurements for 
Evaluation in Physical Education (Minneapolis: Burgess Publishing -­
Company, 19b§'), P• 100. 
4iJ. Clark and J. Warren , "Depth Perception a.nd Inter-Pupillary 
Distance as Factors in Proficiency in Ball Games," American Journal of 
P sychology, 47�485-7, 1935 • 
.5nonald K. Hathews, !·1easurement in Physic al Education (Philadelphia.: 
W. B. Saunders Company, 1968), P• 168. 
Kinestheti� perception. Kinesthetic perception is the ability to 
perceive the position and movement of the body and its joint s during 
muscula� action which is also referred to as the sixth sense. 6 
Leg pow�rs Leg power i s  the distance the leg s can propel a body 
or an object through space.
7 
Peripheral vision . Peripheral vi sion i s  the ability to differen­
tiate objects from their surroundings in the peripheral field of vision. 
Reaction time . Reaction time is the interval of time between the 
pre sentation of the stimulus and the initiation of the response.8 
Strength. Strength is the maximum force which a muscle or gr0up 
of muscle s can exert with one contraction.9 
Speed of movem�nt time. Speed of movement can be defined as the 
rate at which a per son can propel his body, or part s of his body, 
through space . 10 
6
John son and Nelson, op. cit., P• 182. 
?Ibid. 
8ibid. f p. 227. 
9Henry J. Montoye (ed.), An Introduction to Measureme�t in 
Phx�� �ducation, Vol. 4,'Physical Fitness (Indianapolis, Indianaa 
Phi Epsilon Kappa F'raternity, 1970), po 1. 
· 10Johnson and Nelson, op. cit., P• 227. 
CF.APTER II 
REVIEW OF RELNtED LITERATURE 
Considerable research has been completed in the area or testing 
general motor ability and ability in specific athletic activities, How-
ever, few studies have been completed that touched briefly on all phases 
of baseball or upon specific ar·eas of baseball potential. The review of · 
literature chapter was concerned with those studies which deal with 
baseball ability and with those which deal specificially with the 
variables being investigated in this study. 
Literature R�ated to Grip1 Wrist, and Trunk Strength 
Although little research has been conducted in relation to baseball 
and grip strength, Jesse simply says that the grip should be relaxed�l 
On the othe1 .. hand, Puck claims that a firm grip must be used at contact 
of the bat and baseball in order to apply as much force as possible to 
2 
the baseball. 
According to Hooks.in his study .of th& effects of strangth on 
hitting, he found a low correlation of . 32 for grip strength while 
. . . 3 
batting against a. pitching machine. 
lDavid E. Jesse� �seb�ll (New Yorka A. s. Barnes and Comp2.ny, 
1938), Po 70. 
2Paul Edward Puckp "Cinematograpbical Analysis of Effective 
Batting Performance,," (unpublished Master's thesis, Illinois State 
Unj_vcrsity, Bloomingtonf Illinois, 1964), PP• 1-84. 
3Gene Hooks, "Prediction of Baseball Ability Through an Analysis 
of Measu�es of Strength a.n'.i Structure," Research 9Earter1:z& 30: 38-43, 
March, 1959. 
6 
Williams states·that to be a better hitter, one must develop strong, 
quick hands and wrists which whip the bat through the ball at the instant 
of impact.4 
In the explanation of batting by Cooper and Glassow, they stated 
that "strong wrist muscles are important, for the heavy bat must be 
moved rapidly j_f the potential of wri st action is to be realized , n5 
Conrad concluded that higher skilled batters used m ore wrist 
action just prior to hitting the baseball than less skilled batter s. 
Also the higher skilled batter performs his swing movement in a more con-
sistent manner getting most of his velocity from his wrist action and he 
does not appear to swing so hard that he does not have his bat under con­
trol throughout the swing.6 
As a result of a study conducted by Puck, the following conclusions 
were drawna 
1. The body segments contributing most to the force involved in 
effectively batti.ng a pitched ball were the hips and shoulders in trunk 
rotation. 
2. The angle of inclination of the trunk remained relatively con-
stant throughout the action of all four subjects. 
4Ted Williams, "How To Be a Better Hitter," Scholaslli_ Coach, 
2518, April, 1956. 
5Johrt M. Cooper and Ruth B. Glas sow , JC.inesi�olog;r (St. Louis: The 
c. v. Mosby Company� 1963), PP• 85-88. 
6Ruth Conrad, "A\�inematographical Analysis of the Ma jor S equential 
Movement Patterns of Skilled, Semi-Skilled , and �Ion-Skilled Baseball 
Batters," ( unpubli9h·ed Doctoral dissertation, Temple University, 
Philadelphia, Penn sylvania, 1965), PP• 101-lOJ. 
7 
J. Trunk rotati on wa s c ompleted before the forward motion of the 
arm swing began. 
4. Tl-�a trunk rotati on , occurring b$ tween the start of the ac ti on 
and c on tact of the bat with the ball, averaged 119 degrees for the four 
subjec t s" 
5. The trunk rota tion first involved rotation of the hips, during 
which the sh oulder r otation remained c onstant or wa s even slightly in 
opposition to hip rotation.? 
According to Hooks, "When an individual's streng th i s  noticeably 
increased, there is et. definite improvement in his ability." Experiments 
conducted by Hook have shown a very high correlation between left 
shoulder fle.xion and success in hitting.8 
Stallings has written the following concerning weight training 
and stl'•ength for baseball players s 
All baseball men will agree that a degree of physical strength 
is necessary to be able to play the game with some skill. Weight 
training offers the best answer for the young ballplayer no t 
blessed with it.9 
Crawford concluded that stmple girth of the trunk is not a 
significantly reliable method of predicting strength.1� 
7p , •t ucK, op. ci �, PP• 51-53. 
8Eooks, op. cit., P• J9. 
9Jack Stallings, "The Case for Wei ght Tra1.ning in Ba seball " 
Scholastic Coach,. 35:61, February, 1966. 
lOFred J. Crawford , "Relations of Girth of Limbs· and Trunk to 
Muscle Strength in Adults," (unpublished Master's thesis1 State Univer­
sity of Iowa, Iowa City, 1936), P� 65. 
Bunn expia.ined the saqu.Emce of moveme11t as follows:· 
"The bat.t.er steps first • , • as the foot is placed , the body 
starts to rotate at the shoulders and the hips. Finally, the 
forearms extend and as the ball is met, the wrists are quickly 
extended • , • The movements must be in sequence and started at 
the right.moment to assure the greatest effective force. The 
extonsior.t of the forearm and wrists are the most important moves 
to give increased linear velocity to the bat for the same 
angular velocity.11 1 
Watts states that "maximum driving power is affected by quick 
action of the arms and hips and upon rapid acceleration of the swing 
a.t the moment of impact. ulZ 
8 
Accordj.ng to Scott, "the backswing is made by shifting the weight 
, • , rqtation of the trunk to the right about twenty degrees to thirty 
degrees and lifting the bat backward in nearly a horizontal swing until 
it is almost b0hind the head."lJ A description of the mechanical analysis 
of the s kill of batting included the statement, "The maxim'L."?l speed is 
attained by the combination of weight transfer, rotation of the body, 
and the swing of the ext.ended arms • , • , Perfect timing is necessary 
i.f the maximum accuracy and momentum are to be attained . "14 
Race studied seventeen proficient, professional batters of the 
Eastern League� In this cinematographic study, he mea.sured the velocities 
of major body segments (1·otary hip :motion, hand and wTist action, and the 
llJohn w. Bunn, Scientific Principles of Coa ching (Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jerseys Prentice Hall, 1960), p.�49. -
19.58. 
12Lew Watts r "Hit With Powerl" .. Scholastic <2_oach� 27•13, April, 
. lJr�. Gladys Sc ott, Anal�sis of Human ;io�ion (New-York: Appleton 
Century-Crofts, 2nd Edition, i963J, P•� 
14rbid. 
stride), He concluded tha.t rotary motion is started "by rather drast1.c 
hip rotation and cullninated by quick and powerful wrist action."15 
Literature Related to Kinesthetic Sense 
In a study of the relationship of four kinesthetic tests and 
9 
motor ability scores, Roloff found a correlation of 0,42, This correla­
tion was significant at the one percent level of confidence,16 
In an early study also concerned with ld.nesthetic perception, 
Kerr and Weinland tested �he hypothesis that muscular perceptivity is 
involved in. all muscular work, They concluded that athletes were 
superior to non-athletes in the test of muscul�r perceptivity.17 
In a study of tests of kinesthe sis, Weibe noted that there was a 
kinesthetic difference in favor of athletes over non-athletes. Thirty 
men students at the University of Iowa were selected as subjects and were 
div-lded into groups of athletes and.non-athletes, The athletes we:re 
selected by their coaches as being the best all-around athletes on their 
teams, and non-athletes were men who never earned a varsity letter in 
college, He found low intarcorrelation between kinesthetic tests; 
furthermore, he felt that the low intercorrelation bet�een tests 
15nonald E, Race, "A Cinematographic and Mechanical Analysis 
of the Exte1"nal Movements Involved in Hitting a Baseball Effectiv·3ly," 
_Research Quarterli, 32,394-404, October, 1961, 
16.L, L, Roloff, "Kinesthesis in Relation to the Learn:ing of 
Selected Motor Skills," Research Quarter!,y, 24:210-217, May, 1953. 
17w, H. Kerr and· J. D, Weinland, "Muscular Percepti vi ty as a. 
Trade Test, " �Journal of Applied P;sychology, 171550-558, 1933. 
indicated that there is no general kinesthetic sensitivity, but that 
18 there are probably numerous specific fa ctors. 
Phillips and Summers found in a study of kinesthetic perception 
and motor learning that in a group of 115 Indiana University college 
women, the following occurreda (1) there was a relationship between 
motor learning and the positional measures of kinesthesis, (2) the 
kinesthetic sense was more important in the early stages of learning a 
motor skill than in the later stages. and (}) there are real differences 
between the preferred and non-preferred areas in kinesthetic sense.19 
One of the studies made by Phillips attempted to investigate the 
relation ship between kinesthesis and early performance tests in two 
perceptual-motor skil�s. He gave ten kinesthetic tests to a group of 
college men. The two perceptual-motor skills were playing a ten foot 
putt and playing a golf ball :for accuracy at a target eighteen feet from 
the tee. Phillips had a low, positive relation ship between certain 
phases of kinesthesis and success in. performance during early stages of 
acquiring the skill. However, with some phases of kinesthesis, he found 
zero and negative correlation.20 
18v. R. Wiebe, "A Study of Test of Kine sthesi s ,11 Research 
Quarterl:y:, 25: 222-230, May, 19.5'-t. 
19M. Phillips and D. Summers, "Relation of Kinesthetic Perception 
to Motor !.,earning," Research Quarterly, 25:456-469. December, 19.54. 
20Bernath E� Phillips, "The Relationship Between Certain Phases 
of Kinesthesis and Performance During the Early Stages of Acquiring Two 
Perceptuo-Hotor Skills, .. Research Quarterlv, 12:571, December, 1941. 
10 
Young gave nineteen tests to a group of college women. She 
11 
suggested that three of these tests might be used as a battery of' tests 
for additional research in the study of kinesthetics. These three items 
gave a multiple correlation of .98lr when correlated with the score on all 
nineteen tests. The tests recommended were arm, leg raising, and 
balance stick.21 
Fisher used the Young battery of kinesthesis tests in a study made 
with high school girls. She found a low but positive correlation between 
the kinesthesis test and general motor ability capacity. The correlations 
were too low for individual prediction. She recommended using two of the 
three Youi1g tests, which were arm raising, balance stick, and a target 
. t• t ?2 poin ing est.-
A number of studies made on teaching methods have stressed mental 
practice. Some experiments have been made with the eyes closed. Bass 
found that an individual used his kinesthetic mechanism less when the eyes 
· a1e open than when they are closed. The semicircular canals do not seem 
to function in ordinary tests of balance with the eyes open as much 
as they do when the eyes are closed. The eyes may be �he most significant 
factor in balance.23 
210live G, Young, "A Study of Kinesthesis in Relation to Selected 
Movements, " Research Quarterli, 16:227-287, 1945. 
22Rose nary Fisher, 0A Study of Kinesthesis in Selected Motor Move­
ments," (unpublished Master's thesis, State University of Iowa, Iowa 
City, 1945), P• Jl . 
23Ruth I Bass ttAnalysis of the Components of Tests of Semicir-• , " R cular Canal Function and of Static and Dynamic Balance, �esearch 
Quarterly, 10a 3J-52, 1939. 
In a study on the learning of skills by women of low motor 
ability, Lafuze gave the following three tests to college women of both 
low and high motor ability: arm raising, leg raising, and pointing to 
a target. The reliability coefficient on the first two of these tests 
was found to be extremely low. The scores on the first two of the 
tests favored the low motor ability group while the scores on the third 
favored the higher motor ability group.24 
12 
The "Victory Through Fitness" Workshop suggested four tests which 
might be used to measure kinesthetic perception. Those tests were called 
Reproducing Foot Positions, Walking on a Path, Pointing to a Target, and 
Throwing at a Target. The Workshop reported, along with most writers, 
that kinesthetic perception was important to the ability to perform motor 
skills but that very little was known about measuring i t •. 25 
1".!.any writers refer to the "feel" of movement. Billig says, "We 
are agreed that good body mechanics does not depend merely on good align-
ment but on the balance of the various segments. This in turn depends 
upon the degree of mobility of these segments. There is another important 
elements the feeling that we are in balance. This aptitude is scientifi-
. 26 cally referred to as the kinesthetic or proprioceptive sense. 
2/i'Marion Janet Lafuze, "A Study of the Learning of Fundamental 
Skills by Freshman Women of Low Motor Ability , "  (unpublished Master's 
thesis, State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, 19.50), P• 32. 
· 25"Victory Through Fitness," National Association of Physj_cal Education for College Women, Workshop, University of Wisconsin, Madison, 
Wisconsin, June, 1943, p. 46. 
26Harvey E • .Billig, Jr., and Evelyn Loewendahl, Mobilization of �Human Bodv (Stanford, California• The.Stanford University Press, 
1949), pp.l:T?:49. 
As part of the project on the research program on seeing and 
doing, Sherman and Mooney formulated a list of principles created to 
apply generally to the teaching of any activity involving kinesthetic 
responses. Their list included thirty-two principles. A second list 
of twenty-two principles is more directly applicable to the phys:tcal 
education situation. These lists present principles which apply to 
teaching and stressing .the importance of kinesthetic teaching,27 
In the Scott project, twelve different tests were given to 104 
college women. Included in the twelve tests were those recommended by 
Young, Fisher, the "Victory Through Fitness" Workshop, and Lafuze. The 
13 
reliabilities and validities of eight of these tests were high enough so 
that the eight tests could be recommended for further study, 2.8 
Literature Related to Deoth Perception and Peripheral Vision 
Clark, in 1935, studied the effect of interpupillary distance upon 
depth perception in sports. He found that there was no significant re-
lation between interpupillary distance and depth perception as measured 
by Howard-Dolman Test. Depth perception of a group of athletes as 
measured by Howard-Dolman Test does not differ signifi�antly from that-of 
a control group. This raised the important question in relation to depth 
perception as measured by the Howard-Dolman Apparatus. Either depth per-
caption as measured by the apparatus was relatively unimportant in ball 
27Hovt Sherman and Ross Mooney, "Report of the Work o.f the Summer 
Quarter,0 The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, 1948. 
28 Scott, op. cit., p. 47-49. 
274501 
r :.. � ","-179 
tt,.J ' �" ..-..q 
games of batting
.
and throwing , or the test doe s not give an accurate 
mea sure of depth perception . Application of the re sults of the Howard­
Dolman Apparatus to practical situations may be seriously que stioned . 29 
14 
Adamson u sed a modi fied form of the Wheatstone Stereo scopic te st 
which use s black arrows on whi te background to see if the eye can adjust 
to the depth differential of the arrows , He concluded that in an extended 
field of vision the experiments appear to show that space perception i s  
achieved largely by the ranging or scanning of the field by the eye s .  
Such a scanning proce s s  can very probably b e  considered to be one of 
learning or experiences. JO 
Sherman , Profe ssor of Fine Art s at Ohio State University , stated 
his theory of vi sion �n sport s as based upon his theory of pe rception as 
related to drawing and fine arts , Sherman explained his · concept of the 
technique of hitting a baseball in the following ways : 
/ 
Essentially , the batter ' s  problem lie s in being able to judge 
the position of the ball a s  it relate s  to that very limi ted space 
known as the "sweet part of the bat , ' ' To judge this position , the 
batter must know ( 1 ) the di stance from the pitcher to the batter ,  
( 2 ) the change in the apparent size of the ball a s  it moves toward 
the batter , and ( 3) realize that in order_ for the ball to cross the 
plate i t  must always appe ar to the batter to be moving away from 
him. Thi s means that for the batter to make an accurate judgement 
of this "dimen sion , "  he must see it s in-out and up-down positi on ,  
i . e . , direction a s  related t o  peripheral cue s. The integration of 
the ball ' s apparent size and its . directio? in relatio� ship to t�I peripheral cues, affords the basis for thi s accurate Judgement . 
29B .  Clark and W. Warren, "Depth Perception and Interpupillary 
Di stance a s  Factors in Proficiency in Ball Ga.me s , " American J ournal of 
P sychology , 47 1 485-487 , 1935 . 
30v .  Adamson , "Ocular Scanning and Depth Percepti on , " Nature , 
168 1 346 , 19.51 . 
31Hoyt L . Sherman , "A spects of Vi sual Perception arid Their Rela tion ­
ship to Motor Ac tivi ty , " .53rd Annual Proc eedings , �ollege Phy�ical Edu�a­
�!! _{ts sociati on ( Wa shington ,  D. C .  1 C ollege Physical Educati on As soci-
ation , 1950) , PP • 15-16 . 
A recent 'study by Wolff, a visual c ons�ltant for the Cincinnati 
Redlegs , revealed a 
Vi si on i s  the key to c oordinati on . 'red Williams ha s been 
de scribed as an athlete with rema rkable c oordinati on at the 
plate . William s merely said he c ould . .  see the ball better. "  
Hitters who frequently swung at the ball too early or too late 
were not fooled by the pitcher ' s  moti on but rathe r by their own 
eye s which did not adjust to the ball ' s speed and direction . 32 
Montebello employed one objective meth od and one subjective 
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method to determine the signifi canc e of hi s _data relative to stere o sc opic 
' vi sion . First he mea sured the sterosc opic sensitivity of varsi ty ba se ­
ball playe r s  and non-athlete s under pre c i se laboratory c onditi on s and 
c ompared the re sults of the two . Sec ond he judged the playing performance 
of the skilled ba seball playe r s  1-dth their stereosc opic vi sion- e�ti rely 
occluded ,  in order to e stabli sh the importance of stere osc opic vi sion in 
baseball . He c onc luded • 
• • c The meth od s  and te st s used i n  thi s study seem to indicate 
tha t no c orrela ti on s exi st be tween the individual player ' s stere o- · 
scopi c sen sitivity and hi s ba tting average over one sea s on of play. 
Al s o ,  skill to rec ogni ze cha.nge in speed of pitche s demanded the 
greate st need for stere osc opi c vi si on . JJ , 
Slater-Hammel later made a study, "Effec t  of Blinking Upon Reac tion 
Time Mea sure s . " In thi s study, he found that a blink involve s a pe ri od 
of black-out ranging from . 1  to . 3 of a sec ond , during which time the 
32The Boston Sund.ex Herald , Study done by Dr .  Bruc e R .  Wolff on 
the Cincinnati Reds �ball Team of the Nati onal League , Photo stat of 
a rtic·le by Frank Turnan , Sr . , October 28, 1962 , P• 6. 
33Robert Albert ·Montebello , " The Role of Stere o sc opic Vi si on in 
S ome Aspect s of Ba seball Playing Ability, " ( unpubli shed Ma ster ' s the sis , 
Ohio State Universi ty ,  Columbus ,  Ohi o , 1953) ,  PP • 60-62 . 
pupil of the eye i s  c overed . If a batter blinks during a pitch , the 
ba seball could travel -approximately nine feet. J4 
Hubbard and Seng c onducted a study concerned with the vi sual 
movoments of profe s si·onal and university batters in game situations .  
They c oncluded that batters d o  not track the ba seball t o  home plate 
with vi sual pursuit methods of the head when they swing and that the 
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profe ssi onal batters do not track the ba seball all the way to the p oint 
of c ontact with either head or eye movement s •  Thi s indicate s that the 
batter , somewhere in the proc e s s  of swinging , stops tracking the ball 
with hi s eye s and depends upon judgement and · kine sthetic sense to hit 
the bali . 35 
Vi sual d.i scrim.i.nation of depth is a highly c omplex proce ss 
because there are so many factor s  which can influence the individua l ' s  
final judgement . Sloan and Altman proposed that all te sts of depth 
might be valid mea sure s of different a spects of the vi sua l situati on . 
If thi s were s o ,  then each te st of depth may be mea suring a different 
component of depth percepti on and researchers may find that depth 
perception i s  not a simple vi sual ability but a highly complex and 
composite integration of many factor s . 36 
Y+A. T .  Slat.er-Hammel , "Effect of Blinking Tpon Reacti on-Time 
Measure s , u Research Quarter)-y, 25 1 338, Octobe:r. , 1954. 
_ 35HubbJ.rd a nd Seng , c.  N. , 0Vi sual Movements of Batter s , " 
Research Qua rterly, 25 : lr2 , �larch , 19.54. 
36i,ouise L. Sloan a nd Adelaide Altman , "Factors- Involved in 
Several Te st s  cf Binocular Depth Perception , "  American Medical 
!E.�cciation Archive s of _9phthalmology, 52 & .524-543, October ,  19.54. 
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According . to Mail the analysi s  of and reacti on to Yi sual cue s i s  
'"important i n  a wide variety o f  gro s s  motor skill s c 3? The ability to 
perceive depth ha s been claimed to be important to the individual wh o 
wi she s to succeed in hi s cho sen activity. McC loy li sted depth perc epti on 
a s  one of the probable requi si te s in motor educability. McCloy stated s 
It i s  highly probable that in many athletic sport s depth pe:.ca­
cepti on i s  a factor of imp ortance . The ability to field a fly 
ball , to intercept a hard driven ground ball in baseball, to 
intercept and catch a long pa s s  in ba sketball ,  to shoot goal � ,  
and to execute ma.ny ogher p erformances would seem t o  be related 
to depth perception . 3 
Bani ster. and Blackburn in 1931 sugge sted depth percepti on a s  a 
factor for succe s s  in batting a ball . They added the p roposal that 
the concept of the ug ood eye" may not really be an eya factor at all , 
but rather some innate visuo-motor c oordinati on c o11pled with learning ,  
training , and/or experienco. 39 
In 1956 Ol sen , using a Howard-Dolman apparatus , reported signifi-
cant difference s  in depth perc epti on amo?'.g athlete s ,  intermediate 
athlete s ,  and non-athlete s .  B oth the athlete s and the intermediate 
athletes po sse ss  much better depth perception than did non-athlete s .  
Olsen felt that "It would seem from the few studies im .. e stigating depth 
perception in athletic s ,  that little if any relationship exi sts between 
37Patricia D. Mail , "The Influence of Binocular Depth Percepti on 
in the Learni11 g of a Motor Skill , "  ( unpubli shad Ma ster ' s  the si s , Smith 
College , Northampton , Ma ssachusetts , June , 1965 ) , P • 10 , 
38charle s H .  McC l oy, Te sts and Mez. surem�nts in Health � Physi cal 
�cati on (New York a Appleton-Century-C roft s , Inc . , 19.54) , PP LJ,97-8, 
39H , Banis er and J. H .  Blackburn ,  "An Eye Factor Affecting Pro­
ficiency at. Ball Game s , " Briti sh J ournal ot: Psycholog:z::, 21 1 382-384, 
April , 1931. 
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the ability to di scriminate di stance of objects and motor performance . "40 
It ha s been e stabli shed tha t the vi sual fi eld extends almo st 1 80 
de gre e s  h ori z ontally and 130 degree s vertically . When viewed with binocu­
lar vi si on ,  the clarity with whi ch parts of the vi sual field are seen 
depends upon the di rec ti on of line of sigh t ,  If an ob ject i s  focu sed 
direc tly up on the fovea ,  cleare st vi si on will occur . An object i s  seen 
with le s s  acui ty the more it i s  vi ewed in the periphery . 41 
She rman ' s  study eliminated verbal di�ec ti on s and greatly limited 
the vi sual perc epti on of students in a beginning drawing cla s s ,  Hi s 
student s sat in total darkne s s  and saw a lantern slide model fla shed on a 
large screen , The model wa s vi sible for but one -tenth of & sec ond . Then 
within one and one-half minute s the student s were required t o  reproduc e 
the model , Sherman stated that student s expo sed to thi s technique ,  
which prevented vi sual attenti on t o  movements ,  learned to reproduc e  
drawing s equally a s  well and in a much shorter time than student s in­
structed by c onventi onal methods . 42 
Sherman claimed that peripheral vi si on wa s more important than 
central vi si on because peripheral vi si on wa s sensitive t o  the more gro s s  
a spect s of vi sual cue s , namely p o si ti on and ma s s , wherea s c entral vi si on 
40Einar A .  Ol sen , "Re lati onship Between P sychological Capac i tie s 
and Suc c e s s i n  C ollege Athletic s , " Re search Quarterly, 27 1 79-89 , 
March , 19.56 . 
· 4J.william Howell A Textbook of Physi ology, John Fult on (ed, ) 
(Philadelphia and Londo� •- W .  B ,  Saunder s C ompany , 1949 ) , PPc J82-398 ,  
42H oyt Sherman , Drawii.:.g }2,l Seeing (New York : Hinds , Hayden and 
Elridge , 1�47 ) , pp � 1-77 . 
c onc ern s  it self more with identificati on , analysi s and detail ,  thus i s  
more critical and tends t o  lead t o  reflec tion and a s s ociati on ,  not to 
innnediate action . 43 
Gallagher state s that in re gard to vi si on in sport s and motor 
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skill s , i t  i s  becoming more apparent that a keen , nearly-perfect , natural 
vi si on i s  n ot a s  important a factor in mot or learning a s  wa s onc e 
believed . Gallaghe r point s to the fact that there are a good number of 
succ e s sful a thlete s in b oth the c olle giate and profes si onal rank s who 
wear c orrective lense s , 44  Winograd also found that vi sual acuity and 
various mea sure s of eye-functi oning had no significant rela ti on ship to 
the suc c e s s factor in baseball batting . 45 
Swift studied the acqui sition of skill in ball-tossing. He u sed 
six subjects in the experiment . Swift di sc overed that while in the a c t  
of to s sing the balls ,  the eye s and attenti on of the subject appeared to be 
on the ball s in the air . He stated a 
Both the tossing and the c atching were executed by the hand 
alone , for the most part prac4�cally out side of the field of 
vi si on and of attention • • • 
43sherman ,  op. cit . ,  pp o 8-17 . 
44Jame s Gallagher , "A S t 'ldy of Change s in Eye Movement a nd Vi sual 
Focus During the Learning of Juggling , "  ( unpubli shed Ma ster ' s  the si s ,  
Penn sylvania State Univer sity ,  Univer si ty Park , Pennsylvania ,  1961 ) , p .  2� 
45samuel Winograd , "The Relati on ship of Timing and Vi si on to 
Baseball Performance , "  Re search Quarterly, 1J i 481-494 , Dec ember ,  1942 . 
46Edga r J ame s  Swift , " Studi e s  in the P sycJ;lol ogy and Physiology 
of Learning , "  Ameri c an J ournal of P sychology, 14 : 201-250 , 1903 . 
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In a study . of visual perception Vernon stated s "Form percepti on 
is so dim and blurred in the periphery that moving objects appear with 
relatively greater clarity than do stationary ones . .. She noted that the 
impression of movement as such , wlthout perception of the moving object , 
is a characteristic experience in peripheral vision . " Such a movement, " 
stated Vernon , " catches our attention with extreme rapidity and we 
irmnediately respond by turning the eyes and the head in order to focus 
the eyes on it and see it clearly . "
47 
Vernon claimed • 
It appears that with practice , the observer is sometimes able to 
perceive objects without directing his awareness fully upon them. 
Thus it was found by the author that much practice in the peripheral 
visual percepti on of a moving object enables observer s to note 
whether it moved o� not without any focusing of awarenes s on it . 48 
Literature Related to Reaction Time and Speed of Movement Time 
Burper and Stroll designed an experiment to test an individua.l ' s 
quick and accurate response to situations in sports . Small and large 
muscles of four groups of subjects were measured , each group having a 
different level of success as a participant in physical activities . 
Burpee and Stroll concluded that there was a significant negative re-
lationship between small muscle reaction time and successful participation 
in physical education activities . Fast small muscle reaction time was 
an important factor in attaining success in these activities , and there 
· 47Magdalen D. Vernon , A Further Study of Visual Percention 
(London a  Cambridge Univer sity Press , 1952 ) , P •  163 . 
48ver.non , op . cit . , PP • 211-212 . 
wa s a significant negative c orrelation between large muscle reacti on 
time and succe s s  in physical activiti e s . 49 
Attempting to find the relationship of certain sp orts skills and 
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reacti on time , speed of running,  and speed when acti on requiring dexterity 
of moving the entire body i s  nec e s sary,  �ei se and Peasely found that the 
skilled group showed a significant difference over the unskilled in 
reaction time of large muscle s ,  speed of running , and agi lity.  The 
skilled group also had greater stability in _reaction time regardle s s  of 
the conditi on under which the stimulus wa s given . 5
0 
We sterland and Tuttle conducted a study of 22 varsity track meri of 
short , middle di stance , and di stance events to determine relati onship s 
between running event� and reacti on time . The reacti on time of champions 
wa s shorter than any other group regardle s s of di stanc e ,  and there wa s a 
high degree of relation ship between speed in running 75 yards and reaction 
time . 51 
/ 
Total b ody reacti on or re sponse time wa s not found by Hewe s and 
Peatfield t. o  be a si gnifi cant factor in ba seball hitting ability . The se 
authors further indicated that the means for rea. ction time when c orre-
lated again st batting average s were . 293 for sound and . 319 for light . 
They went on t o indicate that , in their opinion , future studie s  will show 
49Royal H .  Burpee and Wellington Stroll , "Mea suring Rea c ti on Time 
of Athlete s , " Re search Qua rterly, 7 � 110-118, March , 1936 . 
50Dorothy Bei se and Virginia Pea seley , "The Relati on of Reac ti on 
Ti f B I'"" 1 G to Certai· n Sport Skill s , " me , Speed , and Agility o i g  .·J.U sc e roups 
Re sea rch 9uarterll, 8 :  133-lli-2 , March , 1937 • 
51J �  A .  We s�e�land and W. W .  Tuttle , , .Relati on ship Between Running 
Event s in Tra ck and Reacti on Time , " Re search Quarterly, 2 1 95-100 , 
October ,  1931 . 
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that such factors as eye sight , height and weight,  coordinati on , strength 
and experience  are more important to hitting ability than reacti on time .52 
Machworth noted that subjects  made a fa ster response after a 
preliminary "ready" signal than without it . 53 
In 1950 ,  Slater-Hammel and Stumpner published a study about 
batting reaction time . Using the speed of a pitched ball traveling from 
the mound to the home plate a s  approximately 0 . 43 - 0. 58 sec ond s ,  they 
devised a means of mea suring the reaction ti:_me s of batters .  Their re-
sults are li sted under two headings , as follows : 
Starting Reaction Time • • • • • • Approximately 0 . 21 second 
(refers to speed with which a batter can start a 
ba t moving upon pre sentation of a light stimulu s . ) 
Movement Reaction Time • • • • • •  Approximately 0 . 27 second 
(refers to speed wlth which batter can change the 
direction of a moving bat upon pre sentation of a 
light stimulus . ) 54 . 
Slater-Hammel and Stumpner , using data collected from an earlier 
study, the ori zed that the pitched ball could not be closer than 22 to 30 
feet from homeplate for a hitter to succes sfully begin hi s movement 
reaction time . Thi s will give the reader some idea of the rapidity with 
which the batter i s  required to make up hi s mind a s  to whether or not he 
wants to swing at the ball coming toward the plate . 
52Dana T .  Hewes , and Willi am R .  Peatfi eld , "The Relati onship Be­
tween Audi tory and Vi sual Rea c ti on Time and Ba seball Hitting Abi lity , " 
(unpubli shed rfa ster ' s the si s ,  Springfield C ollege , Springfield ,  Massa-
chusetts , 1956 ) , p .  29 . 
53N . Machworth , Re searchers .£!! th2, Mea surements of Human Perform­
ance s (London & H .  M. Stati onary Office , 1950) , P • 27 , 
.54Arthur T .  Slater-Hammel and R .  L .  Stumpner , 1 1Batting Reacti on 
Time , " Re search Quarterly, 21 : 353 , December , 1950 . 
The next year , 1951 ,  the se two inve stigators did another study 
c oncerned with choice batting reac ti on time s ,  The authors were o f  the 
opinion that a choice reacti on time would better simulate the a c tual 
batting c onditi ons found in a game , where the batter must make a ch oice 
before he decide s to swing .  The re sults o f  thi s latter study a re a s  
follows : 
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Mean Choice Starting Reacti on Time • , • Approximately 0 , 29 sec . �5 
Mean Choic e Movement Reacti on Time • • •  Approximately 0 , }4 sec . �  
In a di scussi on on reacti on time , Morehouse stated that the time 
required to reac t to a stimulu s i s  greatly affected by the nature of 
the stimulu s .  H e  added that re sp onse t o  a sound o r  a touch i s  quicker 
than the re sponse to a li ght signal , but reacti on to all type s  of stim-
uli will be lengthened
, 
if the stimuli are c omplicated , The data indi -
c a ted than men react fa ster than women and that shorte st reacti on time 
in both sexe s i s  during the age period between 21 and JO years , but tha t 
there are great differenc e s  in reaction time among individuals . 56 
Patrick c oncluded from hi s study on the reaction time of ba sketball 
players that a reaction time of 1 . 25 sec onds to a vi sual stimulus i s  a 
good indication of potential ability in ba sketball , and. b oys wi th the 
quicke st reaction time are good in other activitie s .  He state s a l so tha t 
reacti on time can be improved by practice . Reaction wa s mea sured by having 
the sub ject pu sh a button after the light stimulus wa s seen by him.
57 
55s1ater-Hammel and R .  L .  Stumpner , "Choice Batting Reac ti on-Time , " 
Re search Quarter1y, 22 1 377 , October , 1951 . 
56Lawrence E .  Morehouse , Physi ology of Exerci se ( St.  Loui s : C ,  V . 
Mo sby C ompacy ,  1959 ) . 
-
57John Patrick , "Qtdck Reacti on Time Mean s Athletic .Ability , "  
Athletic Journal , 30 : 68 ,  September , 1949. 
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Employing athlete s and non-athletes to find dj_fferences in 
reaction time , Burley found that all individuals reacted more slowly 
to complex st imuli than to a simple stimulus .  A greater variation in 
reaction times wa s sc ored by all individuals to the c omplex stimuli than 
to more simple stimulus. 58 
A study made by Wilkenson measured the reaction time to a 
vi sual and a kine sthetic stimulus for 50 non-athlete s and 100 athlete s ,  
of whom 25 were ba seball players , 2 5  were wre stlers , 25 were football 
players , and 25 were ba sketball players .  The times from the ld_nesthetic 
stj_mulus indicated that (1) wre stlers had the fastest reaction time , 
( 2 )  ba seball player s  and football players  were not significantly dif­
ferent from each other , and ( 3) no significant difference exi sted b e tween 
basketball player s  and non-athlete s ,  but both groups were significantly 
lower than all of the other group s .  The re sults of the vi sual stimulus 
indicated that (1 )  wrestlers and ba seball players had significantly 
quicker reaction time th�m the other group s ,  but were not significantly 
different from each other , (2 ) football players  were significantly fa ster 
than basketball players  and non-athlete s ,  and ( 3) baske�ball player s  and 
. 
non-athlete s were signifi cantly slower than all other groups , but were 
not significantly different from each other . 59 
5.8L1oyd R. Burley , "A Study of the Reacti on Time of Physically 
Tl .. ained Men ,  u Re search �arterl;v, 15-16 : 232-239 , October , 1944. 
59Jame s J.  Wilken son ,  "A Study of Reaction Time Mea sure s  to  a 
Kine stheti c anc a Vi sual Stimulus for Selected Gro�p s of Athlete s  and 
Non-Athletes , "  (unpubli shed Doctor ' s  di s sertati o!1 , University of 
Indiana , Blo omington ,  Indiana , 1958) , P• 31, 
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Slater-Hamm.el and Stumpner reported a study in which they ana.iyzed 
batting reacti on time . Some important findings presented include s A 
hand-re sponse to a vi sual stimulus involve s a reaction time of anywhere 
from , 150 to . 225 of a second ; and the time the ba seball leaves the 
pitcher ' s hand to when it reache s the front of home plate i s  anywhere 
from , 43 to , 58 of a second, Thi s seems to indicate that a batter cannot 
wait until a pitched ba seball is just a few feet in front of home plate 
to react to the pitch , The writer s also conclude that it i s  better for 
a batter to make hi s reaction to a ba seball in flight a " starting" 
reacti on , that i s ,  from a set position rather than a moving or change of 
direction reacti on , 60 
Li tera.ture Related to Hand-EyEJ., C oordinati<2!1 
The importance of hand-eye c oordinati on wa s stres sed by McCloy 
when he sugge sted that it should be an important factor in the te sting 
program, 6l Als o ,  with the other fifteen components of motor educability, 
· it should be te sted and explored at each important age level , 62 He also 
stated that the te sts for hand-eye coordination which had been devi sed 
h . 1 d t • • 63 had not been validated in the field of p ysica e uca i on .  
60s1ater-Hammel and Stumper , loc . cit . 
6lc , H ,  McCloy,  Tests and Mea surements i n  Health and Physical 
Educati on (New York s  Harper and Row, 1963) , PP •  466, 
62c , H 11  McCloy , "A Preliminary Study of Factors in Motor Educa­bility, "  Res� Quarterly, 11 : 28-39 , Ma.y , 1940. 
63McCloy ,  o� . cit. , P •  466 . 
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In 1961 R� s s  found in physical educati on literature no 
standardiz ed te sts specifically for mea suring hand -eye coordination , so 
she devi sed four te st s which involve the manipulati on of an ob ject . Her 
four ta sk s , a _ ring t os s , a bal l  b ounc e (below the wai st ) ,  a wall rebound­
catch , (above the wai st ) , a nd a target thr ow (using bean bags ) , all 
received high relie.bility sc ore s in a pilot study u sing the odd--even . 
method with twenty-four subje cts , gr ouped into eight categori e s each 
from the sec o�d , fourth , and sixth grade s . � 
Wilberg divided hand-eye c oordination into t�o di stinct event s :  
(1)  the initial vi s�al loca tion of the stimulus ,  and (2)  the motor 
reacti on in re spon s e  to the situati on , In attempting to find the 
relati on of ini tial vl sual l ocati on of the original stimulus and the 
motor re sponse when the number of alternative s in the vi sual field 
incr-ea sed , he found that sub j ec t s  made generally two type s of error s : 
(1)  in locating the stimulus object c orrec tly , and ( 2 )  inc orrect motor 
re spon se ,  whi ch wa s generally due either to los s of perceptual information 
or inc orrec t use of the information . The motor re sponse wa s more often 
inc orrect than the ini ti al vi sual locati on of the object.
65 
64Matti e E .  Ros s , "The Rela ti on ship of Eye-Hand C oordinati on 
Skill s  and Vi sual Perc epti on Skill s - in C hildren , " (unpubli shed 
Doctoral di ssertation , Ohi o  State University ,  C olumbus , Ohi o ,  1961 ) , 
pp . 45-46 . 
_ 65Robert B .  Wilberg , " Hand-Eye C oordi nati on Dete rmined by the 
Variability in Vi sual and Motor Error s , "  (unpubl� shed Ma ster ' s  the si s , 
Univer si ty of Ore gon , �ugene , Oregon , 1960 ) ,  P � 33. 
Davi s and Lawther noted that highly skilled motor performanc e s 
seem to involve a great deal of automatic habit performance .  In their 
book ,  Succe s sful Teaching of Ph,Isical EducQti on ,  they stated a 
The sp orts and g8.me s them.selve s demand almost. c onstant varia­
tion in skill sequence s  and c ombinati on . The performer k:ei:ps 
hi s attenti on focused on the percepti on of cue s for the next 
appropriate behavi or wg�le ha i s  re sponding automatically to 
cue s already received . 
Hi s batting pattern adju sts while he focuses intently on the 
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rapidly e.pproaching ball . In ba sketball he- dribble s the ba sketball and 
change s rate or directi on while he is centering hi s attenti on on team-
mate s down the noor ahead of him , e stimating their speeds , and their 
dj_stance s  from opponents .  67 
Swift studied the acqui sition of skill in ball to s sing . He used 
six subjects in the experiment . The re search revealed that while in the 
act of to ssing the balls , the eye s and attention of the subjects appeared 
to be on the ball s in the air .  H e  concluded that both the catching and 
the to s sing were executed by the hand alone , for the most part 
practically outside the field of vi si on and of attention . Swift further 
sugge sted that the method_ of execution wa s di scovered �nd improved 
. . . th b . . 68 wi.thout c on sciou �  effort in _e eg1nn1ng . 
According to McDonald , the beginner must learn which clue s to 
re spond t o ,  and which to ignore . He noted as a skilled performer learns 
66Elwcod c .  Davi s and John D ,  Lawther ,  §LccE-)ssful Teaching in 
Phisical Educati on (New York : Prentice Hall , I nc , , 1948J , P • JJ8o 
67Ibid. , p. JJ8. 
68swift, lac . cit . 
• .  
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the cue s  t o re spond to , he also lea rn s  to re spond t o  fewer c u. e s .  A 
skilled typi st , for example can place hi s fingers in the c orre c t  po siti on 
and move them without looking at hi s hand s or at the letters that he i s  
typing . 69 
The mea sure s of hand-eye c oordinati on that have been devi sed have 
been done in the field of p sychology . One of the very first to experi­
ment with te st instrument s wa s W. R .  Miles with hi s Pur suit Pendulum in 
19207° and the Pursuitme ter in 1921 . 71 The - pendulum relea sed water a t 
the height of every arc . The subject attempted to catch the water re-
lea sed in a small cup marked t o  mea sure the amount caught . The Pursuit-
meter wa s an electrical in strument with a moving target which changed 
directi on ,  and thu s raquired great accuracy on the part of the sub j ec t .  
This instrument ha s since been modified and i.mproved .  
The Pur sui t Pendulum wa s the inspiration for the machine de si gned 
and built by Wilhelmine K oerth in c ooperati on with Sea shore . Now 
. de si gnated the "Koerth Pursuitmeter , u it wa s built ' 'to mea sur e  capacity 
for the acqui sition of skill in c oo rdinati on of eye and hand . " It · 
followed Mile ' s principle of using a moving stimulu s fqllowing a .fixed · 
path at c on stant speed . 72 Thi s K oerth Pur suitmeter i s  the ba si s for 
many of the pursui t  rotor s in u se today . 
69Frederick J. McDonald , Educati onal P sychology ( San Franci sco : 
Wadsworth Publi shing C ompany , Inc . , 1959) ,  P •  312 . 
?Owalter R. Mile s ,  "A Pursuit Pendulum , " P sychological Revi ew , 
2'7 1 361-376 ,  September ,  1920 . 
71walter R. Jvl'rl.le s , "Pur suitmeter , " J ournal of Experimental 
P sychology, 4· : 77-105 , April , 1921 . 
72WiJ.helrnine K oerth ,  "A Pursui t Apparatu s , Eye-Hand C oordinati on , " 
P sychologi cal Mon ograph s , 31 1 288-292 , 1922 . 
Literature Rela ted to Agility 
Beise and Peaseley made a study on the rela tionship of rea c tion 
time , speed , and a gility of big mucle groups to certain sports skills 
(tennis , gol f ,  archery ) , and concluded tha t the above-named components 
seem to be fundamenta l  to ski ll i n  c e rtain sports a c tivities. They 
further concluded that training for seven weeks in the sports mentioned 
above did not signifi cantly a ffec t  the origina l scores on the reac tion 
time , speed , and a gility te st s . 73 
A review of litera ture indicates that the two fa ctors most often 
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sta ted in relation to agility are : ( 1 )  control of the body or parts of 
the body , and ( 2 )  effici ent and rapid movements or changes of position. 
Lee and Wagner report , tha t agility may be developed through pa rticipa tion 
in a c tivities which demand a quick type of motor respon se , such as squa t 
thrusts , rope jumping , and squat jumps. They also say that vaulting 
ove r low obstacle s ,  stunts and tumbling , and games like basketball , are 
pther exc ellent a ctiviti es for the development of agility . 74 
In a study by Bennett in whi ch the Burpee Test was used, research 
indi cated that swinnning , ba sketball , and modern dance �ere superior to . 
folk dance i n  developing agility , but tha t there was no si gnificant 
differenc e in effectivenes s among the three sport a c tivities in this 
re spect . 75 
73Dorothy Bei se a nd Virginia Pea seley , op. cit. , PP • 13 3-142 .  
74r.1a.ble Lee a nd Miriam W .  Wa gne r , Fundamental o f  Body Mechanic s 
� Conditi oni ng (Philadelphi a : W. B .  Saunder s  Company , 1949 ) , P •  61. 
75c . Bennett ,  "Relative C ontribution of Modern Da nc e ,  Folk Da nce , 
Basketball , and Swimming to Motor Abi liti es of College Women, " R � search 
Quarterly, 27 1 253-262 , Oc tober , 1956 . 
Ilsley te sted agility incorporating pull-up s,  vaulting , br oad 
jumping , and a one-hundred yard sprint , 76 Gates and Sheffield admin-
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istered three batteries of te sts which primarily involved the change of 
direction factor to determine the ability of seventh , eighth , and ninth 
grade boys . Obstacle runs,  shuttle runs , and side stepping drills were 
inc orporated into their test batterie s , 77 
The apparent c omplex nature of agility make s it difficult to 
mea sure because mo st measurements are conce-rned with one ba sic type of 
change of direction, Cumbee , in a factorial analysi s of agility te sts , 
di scriminate s between change of directi on factors a s  she sta.te s a 
Two of thG variable s appearing on thi s factor , the Burpee and 
the short potato race , are what physical educators have ca.lled 
"agility" mea sures . They involve a total body "Quick change of 
directi on. 0 The pre sent writer i s  hesi tant to call thi s  a quick 
change of direction factor because of the low correlation of the 
Burpee with thi s factor • • • • The u s e  of more te sts as the 
side- step ,  zig-zag and dodging run might give more evidence that 
. the type of ability involved in this factor i s  a quick change of 
direction� 78 
Hilsendager , Strow and Ackerman also found that the te sts created to te st 
agility do n ot all test the same factor� They rec ommend the development 
of additional agiU.ty te sts. 79 
76i1orrill L . Ilsley, " Study of Correlation in Mea surement of Men 
Student s at Pomona C ollege , "  Re search Quarterly, 11 1 116 , March , 1940 . 
77Donald D. Gate s and R.  P ,  Sheffield ,  "Te sts of Change of 
Directi on as Mea surements of Different Kinds of Motor Ability in Boys 0£ 
the Seventh , Ei ghth , and Ninth Grade s , " Re search Quarterl.z , 11 : 140-147 , 
October ,  1940. 
78France s Ze Cumbee ,  . ,Factorial Analysis of Motor Coordinati on ,  u 
Research gE.a��erly, 25 : 418, Decemter , 19.54. 
79nonald R. Hilsendager ,  Malc olia H ,  Strow and Kenneth J . Ackerman, 
"Compari son of' Speed , Strength , and Agility E?Cerci se s in the De \Telopment 
of Agility , "  Re_search Quarter1-! , 40 : 75, March , 1969. 
Selected agility te st s have been found to c orrelate highly with 
sp orts ability . The Bra c e Te st and the Iowa Revt si on of the Brace Te st 
were reported by McC loy and Young to be hi ghly c orrelated with sports 
abili ty . BO The Illi n oi s  Agi li ty Run wa s f o_und by Hilsendage r ,  Strow ,  
and Ackerman t o  b e  related t o  sport s ability . Bl 
Literature Related to the Vertical Jump 
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Th e vertical jump i s  the single te st _more often u se d  by c oache s  i n 
determi ning general athletic abi lity . 82 
Bovards and C ozen s ,  in studying the relati on ship between the 
Sargent Jump and vari ous athleti c te sts , found that a group of c ollege 
student s exhibiting a high degree of athletic he terogeneity showed a 
c orrelati on of . 55 between the jump and four athletic event s "  The events 
were the running hi gh jump J the standing broad jump , the rope-climb f or 
speed � and the 880 yard run . A very small c orrelati on be tween the 
Sargent Jump and height and wei ght wa s a sc ertained. 83 
McCloy found experimental evidence for the validity of the Sargent 
Jump and stated that it wa s the be st single te st available for predic ting 
p ower . 84  
8�cCloy and Young , op . cit. , PP • 85-90 . 
81 A 
· · t 74 Hilsenda ger , St�ow and ckerman , op . Cl. . , P •  • 
82charle s H . McC loyd , Te st s ��d Mea surement s i n  Health a�d?Physical 
Educa ti on ( New York a Apple ton -Century-C roft s , Inc . , 1934) , P • 14� . 
83J . F .  B ova rds and F .  w .  C ozen s , " The Leap-Meter , " Univer sity of 
Oregon Publi cati on Eugene Ore g on ,  Phy sical Educati on Seri e s ,  No . 2 ,  , . ' 
1928,  P s 28 . 
84rranklin Henrv 1 1Th e  Pra c ti ce and Fatigue Effec t s  i n  the Sargent 
Jump , "  Re search Quarte�iy:, 13 : 16 ,  Ma rch , 1942 . 
Van Dalen stated that track and field events are known as  power 
events and include running , throwing , and jumping , all of which require 
maximum c ontraction in the minimu.� amount of time . He , therefore , 
assumes that there may be a high relationship between the Sargent Jump 
and basketball ability because basketball consists chiefly of running , 
jumping , and throwing. 85 
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85 y D 1 "N St"die s  i n  the Sargent Jump , " Re search Deobald an a en , r ew � 
Quarterly,  2 1 113 , May, 1940 . 
CHlu?TER III 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
The following chapter pre sents the selec ti on of the subjects , 
methods of obtaining data and measuring the dependent and independent 
ya�iable s .  
Source of Data 
The subjects were eighteen members of the 19?2 South Dakota State 
Unj.versi ty varsity b1seball teame They· were selected on the ba si s of 
making the var sity ba$eball team , being a. right handed batter ,  and having 
taken a required number of si�lngs during the indoor practice and regular 
sea son competition , Table I indicate s  the general characteri sti c s  of t.he 
sub jects . 
C ollecti on of the D,ft.:!::_a. fo� Depende11t Va.;:iable 
The data on dependent variables  were collected in three areas : 
batting again st a pitching machine in a batting cage , batting against a 
pitcher in a batting cage , and batting against opponents ' pitching in 
regular sea son c ompetition. 
Each subject took up to a maximum of twenty-five swings against 
the pitching machine and twenty-five swings against the live pitching per 
day dUJ.-ing the five week peri od of indoor practice . The data were c ol­
lected Monday through Friday for a total of twenty-five days . T'ne criter­
ia. for e stabl:i. shing a hi t ball wa s whether or not the ball that was swung 
at landed in fair . territory. In the game situati on J fair terri tory wa s 
t.he area between the foul. line s o During indoor batting in the cage s ,  the 
TABLE I 
CHARACTERI STICS OF THE EIGHTEEN SUBJECTS 
Hei ght Wei ght Age Batting 
Subject feet-inch e s  pounds years hand P o siti on 
1. R .  B .  .5- 7 174 19 right catcher 
2 .  G .  c .  .5-11 173 18 right infi elder 
3. R. D. .5-10 178 21 right infi elder 
4. B . E. .5-11 180 22 right outfi elder 
s. G .  E. 5-11 17.5 23 right outfi elder 
6 .  Je F. 6- 3 190 18 ri ght pitcher 
7 .  R .  G ,  5-11 160 20 ri ght · pitcher 
8. T .  o.  5- 6 14.5 20 ri ght i nfie lder 
9. D .  K .  6- 2 218 22 right i nfie lder 
10. K .  K .  6- 4 223 19 right pitcher 
11. D. M. 6- 2 180 24 ri ght outfi elder 
12. D. Md . .5-11 165 20 right infielder 
13. L .  P .  5- 8 165 19 right outfi elde r  
14. R. P .  5-10 170 18 right catcher 
1.5 . D. P ,  .5-10 195 21 right infielder 
16. D .  s .  .5- 9 175 21 right outfi elder 
17 . B .  w .  .5-11 180 20 right catcher 
18. R. s .  .5-10 165 19 right catcher 
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foul line s were drawn on the flo or , top and the two side s of the cage s 
to a s similate the fair territory of a regulati on field , The foul line s 
were at a 45 degree angle to the right and left of a straight lino from 
the pitcher ' s  mound to home pla te , Where the line on the flo or inter� 
sected the side wall of the cage , a straight line wa s drawn up to the 
top of the cage on both side s ,  The line s on the top o f  the cage were 
in replicati on of the one s on the floor , Any ball hit within the se line s 
wa s c ounted as a hit .  
The number o f  swings indoor s ranged from 223 t o  512 against the 
pitching machine and from 52 to 313 ag.ainst a pituher, · During regular 
sea son c ompetition the range wa s from 52 to 125 swing s .  Any ball that 
wa s swung at and did not land within the defined fair territory wa s 
rec orded a s  a mi s s ,  The balls that landed within the foul line s were 
rec orded a s  hits . 
The swing-hit rati o wa s calculated into a percentage by dividing 
the number of attempts into the number of fair hit s .  Thi s sc ore wa s 
recorded a s  the subject ' s  swing-hit average . 
C ollecti on of data for the indoor practice se s si ons began on 
February 22 and &nded March 24 , 1972. The c ompetitive sea son data were 
c ollected from March 27 to May 8, 1972. During the indoor practice , the 
subjects batted against the pitching machine and pitcher s . The pitching 
machine wa s set at a c onstant speed at the beginning of practice eac
h 
day, The pitchers from the South Dakota State team were 
r otated to 
pitch on different days . in order to give each subje
ct a chance to bat 
again st all the pi tcher s .  For regular. sea son competiti on , the batter s  
batted again st whichever pitcher the opponents had throwing. The 
highe st total swing s  in one game wa s seventeen . A total of nineteen 
game s were played on twelve different days over a seven week sea .son .  
C ollecti on o f  the .Data for the I?J.2�endent Variable 
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The variable s were selected on the ba si s of the·ir p o s sible 
relati onship to hitting a ba seball . The data c ollected on these vari ­
able s were the score s the player obtained in the area of ri ght grip 
strength , left grip strength , right wri st strength , left wri st strength , 
trunk strength , leg p owe r ,  hand-eye c oordinati on , kine sthetic percepti on , 
peripheral vi si on ,  depth percepti on , agility, reacti on time and spe ed 
of movement time � 
Mea..fil!,l'ement of Grip Strength. Grip strength wa s mea sured by a 
cable ten siometer .  The instrument mea sured the amount o f  tensi on appli ed 
to it by the gripping action of the subjec t .  There are two hands on the 
dial , one remains at the inaximum sc ore that i s  rea ched during a given 
trial while the other hand goe s  back to the zero mark on the dia l .  The 
sc ore i s  taken fr om the hand that remains at thA maximum tensi on and i s  
recorded t o  the neare st whole number . The tension valµ.e i s  c onverted t o  
pound s by means o f  a c onver si on table . 
In the pre sent study the subject stood with good balance ,  kne e s  
bont , arm adducted and elbow a t  a ninety degree angle . The apparatus t o  
which the ten si orneter wa s attached wa s gripped with the dial face t owards 
the subjec t .  The subject held the wri st of the gripping hand with hi s 
oppo si te hand and gripped the apparatus maximally in one c ontinuous 
effort . 1 Grip strength wa s recorded for both the right and left hands . 
Three trials for each hand were given and the mean of the three wa s 
rec orded a s  the subject ' s sc ore for grip strength . 
Mea surement of wri st strength . Wri st strength wa s also mea sured 
by a cable tensi ometer . 1'wo mea surement s of wri st strength were taken ; 
one pronation of the right wri st , and the other wa s supinati on of the 
left wri st.  The subject wa s positi oned sitting in a de sk w1th hi s feet 
flat on the floor and hi s free arm re sting c omfortably on hi s leg . The 
upper arm wa s adducted with the elbow flexed to a ninety degre e angle 
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and the forearm pla ced on the de sk top . The forearm and wri st were in a 
position midway between supinati on and pronati on which placed the wri st 
perpendi c lar to the table . A strap wa s fa stened around the subject ' s 
hand with the D-ring of the strap c onnected to the cable for the ten si o-
meter . The subject made one c onstant effort to rotate hi s ri ght wri st 
to a pronated po sition (Figure 1 ) . The strap wa s changed to the left 
· hand and the subject made one c onstant effort to r otate hi s left wrist 
to a supinated positi on.  Hi s elbow wa s braced on the side and the wri st 
wa s held dowa and stabilized by the te ster .
2 The mean of three trials 
wa s rec orded for the ri ght wri st (pronati on ) and left wri st ( supinati on ) . 
Mea surement of trunk strength , A cable ten si ometer wa s al s o  used 
to measure trunk strength . The subject slid the trunk strap up under hi s 
lPaul Hun sicker and Ge orge Gre ey , " Studie s in Human Strength , •• 
Re search �uarter];y, 28 1 118 , May , 1957 . 
2H Harri son
.
Clark A Manual , Cable-Ten si on Strength Te sts 
( Springfi ;ld C ollege , Springfi eld , Ma s sachusetts) , p a 1-JO , 
J8 
arms a s  high a s  possible . He was positioned. flat on hi s back clo se to 
· the edg� of the table with hi s hip s and knee s fully extended , fee t  
close together ,  and arms cros sed on hi s che st with the hand close st to 
the D-ring on the bottom in direct contact with the strap . The table 
being used wa s specially equipped with hooks for attaching the pulling 
assembly. The pully a s sembly wa s attached to the trunk harne s s  which 
had been tightened firmly to prevent slipping as much as pos sible . The 
subject ' s hips were hold down and he wa s instructed to rotate hi s trunk 
to the left in one constant effort (FitrJre 2 ) . The subjects were told 
to keep their heads on the table and refrain from any jerking moti on. 3 
The mean of three trials wa s rec orded . 
Mea surement of leg power . The Sargent Jump wa s used to mea sure 
the power of the legs.  A yardstick , chalk , and a smooth wall surface 
of �t lea st twelve feet from the floor wa s needed. 4 With one side toward 
a wall , the performer stood a s  tall as possible with hi s feet flat so t.119.t 
the height of the extended middle finger could. be recorded. Chalk dust 
was then placed on the middle finger. The performer jumped as high a s  
possible touching the board at the top of hi s jump . 5 The numbe1• of inches 
3c1ark and J .  Warren , "Depth Perception and Interpupillary 
Di stance a s  Factors in Proficiency in Ball Game s , " American Journal .Qf. 
PslchologyP 47 1 485-487 , 1935 . 
4BarrJ L .  Johnson and Jack K .  Nelson ! Practical Mea su:ero�nt for 
Evalua-tJon in Physical �ucatiqp {Minneapol1 s 1  Burge ss Publi shing 
C ompany, 19b°9) , p �  81 • . 
.5rbid . , P •  91 . 
between the reach and the jump mark was mea sured to the neare st quarter 
of, an inch . The mean of the thre e trials wa s the sc ore rec orde d . 6 
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Mea surement of hand- eye c oordinati on . The ba sketball wall pa ss 
te st wa s used to mea sure hand-eye coordination. The subject st ood behind 
a re straining line drawn nine feet from the wall . On the signal of 
"begin° he pa ssed the ball a gain st the wa.11 and attempted to catch the 
rebound and pa s s  it back again a s  many time s as  pos sible for fifteen 
seconds . For the pa s s  to be good , the subject ' s  feet had t o  rema in 
behind the re straining line . If the ball went out of c ontrol ,  he had 
to retrieve i t  and re turn to the line and continue passing . The mean of 
the three trial s wa s the score recorded. 7 
Mea surement of depth perception . The appa ratus used to mea sure 
depth percepti on c on si sted of a box twenty-four inche s long , eleven and 
three-quarters i nche s wide , and twelve and one-half inche s high . It was 
open at the si de s and top .  The end s of the box neare st the sub ject being 
te sted had a rectangular window three inche s high and seven and one-half 
inche s wide . Inside the instrument wer e two vertical 'black rod s ,  one of 
which wa s fixed at the center of the box and the other wa s two inche s to 
the side of the center r od and moved lengthwi se on a track . The movable 
rod wa s controlled by two strings which were placed in the hands of' the 
subjects at the be ginning of the te st . A millimeter scale wa s set along 
the movable rod track .  The c enter p oint of the sea.le , directly opposite 
6Jchnson and· Nelson ,  op . ci t . , P •  82 . 
?Ibid . ,  P • 124� 
the fixed rod wa s marked O ,  and the scale ranged from O to 200 milli­
met€rs away from the observer and from 0 to 200 millimeter s toward the 
observer. 
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The test wa s explained to each subject and he wa s allowed to look 
at the instrument , manipulate the strings ,  and a sk que sti ons about the 
procedure . He wa s then seated in a chair twenty feet from the instrument 
and the test began. . At the beginning of each trial the movable r od wa s 
placed at the extreme front or back of the � instrument . Thi s wa s done 
acc ording to a set pattern with the te ster standing in front of the 
instrument so that the rods were hidden from the subject ' s  view. The 
subject ' s  sc ore for each separate trial wa s the number of millimeters 
the movable rod deviated from the fixed rod in the center. Ten trials 
were recorded , the two hi ghe st sc ore s and the two lowe st sc ore s were 
eliminated. The mean of the remaining six score s ,  rounded to the neare st 
8 whole millimeter , wa s used a s  the individual ' s  depth perception score . 
Mea sur�ment of peripheral vi si on . 9 The apparatus to mea sure 
peripheral vi sion c on si sted of a flat half-circle with a radius of thirty 
in�he s ,  placed on the horizontal eye level of the subject being te sted. 
Two rods , movable on lever s , were fixed, one on each edge of the platform. 
Tne two rods were painted a dull black and thi s ·1as contra sted by the dull 
8Einar A .  Olsen , " Relationship Between P sychological Capacitie s  
and Success i n  C ollege Athletic s , "  Re sear0h �rterly, March , 1956 , 
61 1 79-89. 
9Marlin Vi s u The Relati on ship of Forward Pn. s s Catching Abtlity in 
F'ootball and Selected Anatomical Mea surements and Motor Re sponses ,  1 5  
(unpubli shed Ma st�r • s the si s ,  South Dakota State University, Broold.ng s ,  
South Dakota , 1971) f p .  LH . 
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white on the surface of the apparatus �  The subject wa s instructed t o  
immobili ze hi s head w:i.th hi s eye s fL�ed on a p oint i n  front o f  him on 
the platform. The operator sat in front of the subject and had c ontrol 
of the levers ,  The operator moved one of the black rods toward the 
fixed rod in the center until the sub ject perceived it in hi s periphery 
and gave a c ommand to stop . The subject then indicated which si de he 
saw the rod on , If the re sponse wa s inc orrect it wa s di sregarded and 
the trial wa s re-run , Five trial s on each '" side were given for a total 
of ten c orrect trial s .  The order wa s randomly selected with the two 
highe st and the two lowe st sc ore s being di sre garded and the ruean · of' the 
remaining six trial s wa s the subjec t ' s score , 
Mea surement of ki ne sthetic percepti on . Kine sthetic percepti on 
wa s  mea sured by the arm rai se te st , The te ster faced the sub ject whose 
back wa s pre s sed against the Deming P osture Chart. The subject wa s told 
to close hi s eye s and rai se hi s  arm sideways to a horizontal po siti on 
with the palm facing down. 10 After the subject raised hi s arm to what 
he felt wa s a horizontal positi on ,  a mark wa s made 01 1 the chart even with 
the &cromi on process of t�e scapula of the shoulder , A sec ond mark wa s 
made even with the protruding c ondyle of the ulna near the B.ttle finger. 
A straight line wa s drawn between the two marks.  A straight line 
parallel with the floor wa s then calculated using the mark even with the 
lOGladys M. Sc ott , !_nal,y§i!! Ef Human tf_2.ti on ( New York s F" S.  
Croft s and C ompany , 1942 ) , P •  101. 
acromi on proce s s  and the square s on the Deming Po sture Chart . The 
number of degree s to which the subject deviated from the hori zontal wa s 
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mea sured by a g oni ometer . Two te sts were given for each arm .  The sc ore 
wa s the mean , to the nearest whole degre e ,  of the four trial s .  
Mea surement o f  agili t�. Agility wa s mea sured by the side stepping 
te st . Three parallel line s ,  four feet apart were drawn on the floor .  
The subject stood a stride the middle line , and o n  the c ommand "go , " he 
side stepped to the right utitil hi s right foot had cro s sed the line to the 
right . He then side stepped to the left until hi s left foot had c ro ssed 
the outside line to the left . The se movement s were repeated a s  rapidly 
a s  possible for ten sec ond s without cros sing the feet .  Each trip from 
the center lino to an outside line and back to the c enter line c ounted 
as one . 11 The mean of the three trials wa s the score rec orded . 
Mea surement of reacti on time and speed of movement time . Reac ti on 
time and speed of movement time for a swing of the bat wa s mea sured by a 
Hale reacti on timer that wa s electrically c onnected to starting and 
stopping device s , The subjects used a. J4 inch , J4 ounc.e bat and took 
practice swing s to determine their stride , They were then instructed t o  
stay in p o siti on at the end o f  their stride . Their back foot wa s placed 
on a line two feet behind the dev·ice which would stop the c lock to indi -
cate the speed o f  movement time . A c ommand of "ready .. wa s given t o  the 
performer to prepare him for the trial . A light wa s pla c ed 33 feet in 
llH . D.  Edgren , "An Experiment in the Te sting of Abi li ty and 
Progre s s  in Ba sketball , " Re search Quarterly, 3 • 171-174 , 1932 . 
front of the subject and was controlled by the te ster , When the light 
wa s switched on , the clocks started. When the subject ' s bat broke 
contact with the clip that wa s attached to the piece of c opper tubing 
fa stened to the end of the bat ,  the reacti on clock stopped, The speed 
of movement clock wa s stopped by the bat striking a folded secti on of 
garden hose c overed with screen. 
4J 
The two separate time s were rec orded to the nearest hundredth of 
a sec ond. . The two highe st and the two lowe st score s of ten trials were 
di sregarded. The score for the reaction time and speed of movement time 
wa s the mean of the middle six trials , 
Procedure for C ollecting the D� 
Two te sts were given t.o obtain a sc ore on each independent 
variable for the subjects before c onditi oning began and after they had 
practiced baseball for six week s ,  The mean of the two tests were rec orded 
a s  the raw data to be analyzed in thi s study, For the intere st of the 
reader,  the significance of the changes from Test I to Te st II can. be 
seen i.n Appendix De The fir st te sting began February 1 and ended 
February 4,  1972 , and the·  second began March 19 and terminated March 21 , 
. 19'72 . 
The inve stigator wa s a ssi sted in the te sting by five graduate 
a s si stants from South Dakota State University, Ee.ch tester wa s instructed 
th oroughly on the mechanic s  of the te st he or she admini stered.  Each 
te ster was given seYer�l trials until he or she wa s familia r  vtl th the 
te sting procedure s �  
f' i u r e  l • 
R i gh t  r i s t  
( p r o n a  t o n ) 
S t r e n g t h  T e  t 
F ! u r e  3 
Re a c � i o n T i me a n d  
S e e d  o f  � o v e m e  t T · me 
f o r Ba t t i n o 
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The two tests were taken in two different orders , both of which 
were randomly selected by the subjects.  The te stjwng forms were numbered 
from 1 to 18 and each sub ject randoMly selected a form with a number on 
it as he entered the te sting environment . The front page of each form 
had the order which that subject wa s to follow. The subjects 1vith odd 
numbered forms took the te st s in the order of a trunk strength , side 
step , hand-eye c oordinati on , vertical jump , grip strength , reacti �n time 
and speed of movement time , peripheral vision ,  depth perception ,  
kine sthetic percepti on , an d  wri �t strength . The subjects with even 
numbGr s  took the te sts in the order of : wri st strength , peripheral vi sion , 
depth percpeti on ,  trunk strength , reacti on time and speed of movement 
time , hand-eye c oordinati on , side step , grip strength , vertical jump 
and kine sthetic perc epti on ,  
CHAPTER IV 
P..NALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Organi zati on of the Data for Tre atment 
The inve stigator identifi ed a total of thirteen independent vari­
able s a s  making p o s sible contributions to suc ces sful hitting abili ty . 
Data were c ollected on ei ghteen sub je cts for the thirteen independent 
variable s .  The independent variables tested were right grip strength , 
left grip strength , right wri st strength , left wri st strength , trunk 
strength , kine stheti c percepti on , peripheral vision, depth perc eption , 
reacti on time , speed of movement time , hand-eye c oordinati on , . agili ty , and 
the vertical jump o  
Three dependent variable s were selected t o  indicate suc c e s sful 
hitting ability. The se variable s  included batting indoors against a 
pitching machine , batting indoors against live pitche rs , and batting 
. against opponents ' pitching during a sea son of c ompetiti on . In all three 
ca se s ,  the dependent variable s  were the hit/swing rati o of the subj ec t  
while batting against the pi tching machine , batting against live pi tching 
indoors , and when batting against opponents ' pi tching during the c ompeti-
tive sea son . 
Due t o  a de cline in the number of subj ect s , some independent vari -
ables  had t o  be eliminated from the stati stical analy si s i n  order f or the 
data to meet the prerequi site s of the statistical procedure , Thi s declj�1e 
wa s due to an in suffici ent number of swings which c ertain sub j e c ts 
a ttempted during indo or batting again st live pi tchi ng and outdoor batting . 
The means and standard deviati ons for the thirteen independent and the 
dependent variable of hitti.ng succ e s s  again st a pitching machine are 
presented in Table II . Eleven independent variables and the dependent 
variable of hitting succ e s s  against live pitching are presented in 
Table V .  The two variable s not included in thi s analysis were left 
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grip strength and depth perception . They were not included because they 
were the last two variables selected by the computer to be added to the 
regression equations for predicting hitting ability against the 
pitching machine . 
Six independent variables and the dependent variable of hitting 
succe s s  against opp onents •  pitching are li sted in Table VIII . 'I'he 
seven ariables not included in the analysi s  were right grip strength , 
left grip strength , right wri st strength , peripheral vi sion, depth 
perception , agility ,  and vertical jump .  They were not included because 
they were the la st seven variable s selected by the c omputer to be �dded 
to the regression equation for predicting hitting ability against 
opponents ' pitching during the season .  The raw data for the independent 
variable s and the dependent variable for batting against the pitching 
machine indoors , _live pitching indoors , and opponents ' · pitching appear · 
in Appendix A , B ,  and C re spectively. 
In order to be able to predict hitting ability on the ba si s 
of the three differen t sets of independent var-lable s ,  three multiple 
c orrelati on ma trice s and three multiple regre s sion stati stical analysi s 
procedure s were employed .
1 
The procedure first computed interc orrelations 
---·----
lRobert G. Steel and James H .  Torri s , Principle s � Procedure s  
o f  Sta.ti st:i.c s ( New York-Toronto-London a McGraw-Hill Book C ompany , Inc . , 
1960 , 
. 
pp . lbl-182 . . 
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between all independent variable s and c orrelati ons between the independent 
variable s  and the dependent variable . Multiple regre s si on equa ti ons were 
then developed beginning with a one variable equation and adding an 
additional variable in each succ eeding step in order to increa se the 
accuracy of the prediction .  For each step , a multiple c orrelati on , 
standard error of e stimate , and variance acc ounted for in that step were 
c omputed . An electronic c omputer wa s used to facilitate speed and 
accuracy of the stati stical proce s s .  
Analysi s of Re sults 
Thi s sec ti on provide s  re sult s of the stati stical analy si s  from 
the data and the developed re gre s si on equati ons � 
Indoor batting again st the pi tching machine .  The matrix o f  zero 
order c orrelati on s is pre sented in Table III . There wa s a low de gree of 
i nterrelati on ship among the different independent hitting ability 
variable s , with only fifteen out of the seventy-five interc orrelati ons 
being significant beyond the . 05 level of c onfidence . One of the thirteen 
i ndependent variable s  showed a significant c orrelation with the dependent 
variable . Thi s variable wa s ri ght grip strength which showed a c orrela­
tion of . 49 . Thi s indi catad that ri ght grip strength , a s  mea sured by the 
cable ten siometer , i s  the leading variable of the thirteen inve stigated 
in thi s  study for predicti on of indoor hitting ability again st the 
pitching machine . 
The regre s si on equation s  c omputed are shown in Table IV o 
Acc ording to the variance accounted for by the addition of each new 
variable to the equation , the c ombina tion of variable s in the thi rd 
equation acc ounted for a si gnifi cant amount of the variance ( . 017.> . 016 ) .  
The varianc e acc ounted for by the additi on of each new variable t o  the 
equation after the fir st three variable s wa s not significant 
( .  Oo4 < . 016 , • 003 < . 016 ,  etc . ) • 
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Thi s would indicate tha t the third equation should be used t o  
predict indoor hitting abili ty against a pi tching machine , However , i f  a 
great amount of accuracy i s  de sired , any equation beyond equation number 
three c ould be u sed to further -increa se the accuracy of the pred1. cti on . 
Indoor batting again st live pi tching* The matrix of zero order 
c orrelati ons i s  pre sented in Table VI .  There wa s a low degree of i nter­
relati on ship among the different independent hitting ability variable s ,  
wi th only ten out of fifty-five interc orrelati ons being signi ficant beyond 
the . 05 level of c onfidence .  None of the eleven independent variable s 
showed a si .gnificant c orrelati on with hitting ability although one 
approached the . 05 level of c onfidence ,  The one whi ch approached signifi ­
canc e wa s arm rai se , sh owlng a c orrelati on of , 48. Thi s indicated that 
kine sthetic percepti on a s  mea sured by the arm rai se wa s the be st of the 
variable s  used , out of the eleven in the study , for predicting indoor 
hitting ability against live pi tching . 
The regre s sion equati on s c omputed are shown in Table VII . 
Acc ording to the variance acc ounted for by the additi on of each. new 
variable to the equa tion , none of the c ombination of va.riable s  developed 

















MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF MEASUREMENTS FROM THE 
EIGHTEEN BASEJ3ALL PLAYERS WHO BATTED AGAINST 
THE PITCHING 11ACHINE 
Mea. surements Mean 
Right Grip Strength 114 . 222 
(pounds ) 
Left Grip Strength 
(pounds)  
l00 . 944 
Right Wri st Strength 45. 778 
(pounds ) 
Left Wri st Strength 34 . 833 
(pounds ) 
Trunk Strength 107. 222 
(pounds ) 
Arm Rai se 4 . 944 
(degree s )  
Peripheral Vi sion 94 . 111 
(degrees )  
Depth Percepti on 10. 889 
( centimeters ) 
Reaction Time .275 
( sec ond s )  
Speed of Movem�nt Time . 4J2 
( sec onds ) 
Hand�Eye C oordination 16 8 556 
(pa sse s )  
Agility 11 . 722 
( side steps )  
Verti cal Jump 23. 556 
(inche s )  





1 .5 . 203 
13. 977 
6 . 292 
5. 670 
30 . 115 
· 2 . 287 




1 . 294 
. 958 





BATTING AGAINST PITCHING MACHINE 















1 . 00 . 75* *  • .50* * 
1 .  00 . 43 
1 . 00 
* 1 Right Grip Strength 
2 Left Grip Strength 
3 Right Wrist Strength 
4 Left Wrist Str�ngth 
5 Trunk Strength 
6 Arm Raise 
7 Peripheral Vision 
4 5 
• 84* ·lE- . 59* * 
. 67* * . 64* * 
. 47* * • 72* "* 
1 .  00 . 52* * 
1 . 00 
** ( . 05 level of confidence a . 47)  
6 
- . 03 
- . 22 
- . 03 
. 13 
- . 29 
1 . 00 
7 
- . 09 
. oo 
- . 09 
- . 14 
. 26 
- . 12 
1 . 00 
8 9 
- . 24 . 10 
- .  30 • 09 
- • 72-x-* • 03 
- . 22 • 07 
- . 61* * • 07 
. 10 - . 06 
- . 24 - . 29 
1 .  00 . 06 
1 . 00 
10 11 12 13 
- . 21 . 35 . 19 - . 15 
- . 19 . 25 . 13 - , 37 
- . 05 . 52* *  • .54** . oo 
- . 15 . 41 . 33 - . 34 
- . 13 • 14 . 42 . 07 
. . 11 . 21 . 15 - . 11 
- . 23 - . 53* * - . 01 - . 02 
• 0 5 • 04 - • 24 . 03 
• 83* * . 08 . 18 . 05 
1 . 00 - . 05 - . 14 - . 05 
1 . 00 . 32 . 13 
1 .  00 • 02 
1 . 00 
8 Depth Perception 
9 Reaction Time 
10 Speed. of Movement Time 
11 Hand-Eye C oordination 
12 Agility 
13 Vertical Jump 







. 44  
. 16 
- . 19 
- . 12 
- . 17 
. 25 
- . 03 
. 13 
1 .  00 
� 
1 .  
TABLE IV ' 
REGRESSION EQUATIONS DEVELOPED , THEIR STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE , MULTIPLE C ORRELATION 
AND VARIANCE ACCOUNTED FOR BY THE ADDITION OF EACH VARIABLE . 
Standard Error Multiple R egression Equat i on of Estimat e C orrelation 
Y1 = • 002X1 + • 3_5L� • 060 . 4-89 
2 .  · y1 � . 002X1 + . Ol4X6 + . 280 . 053 . 672 
3 . Y1 = • 006X1 + . 018X6 - . Ol1X4 + . 247 . 042 ·  . 820  
4 . Y1 � . 006X1 + . Ol8X6 - . OlOX4 + , 007X? - . 406 . 040 . 850 
5 .  Y 1 = • 005X 1 + • 017X6 - • Ol1X4 + . OlOX? + . 013X11 - . 921 . 039 . 873 
6 .  Y1 = • 006X1 + • 015X6 - , OlOX4 + . 014X7 + • 016X11 - . 001.X S - . 037 . 894 
. 1 . 276 
7 .• Y1 = . 006X1 + . 013X6 - . 009X4 + . Ol4X7 + , OO?X11 - , 001X 5 + • 0,33 , 926 
• 005X3 - 1 . 384 
8 .  Y1 = • oosx1 + . 012X6 - • oo6x4 + . Ol.5X7 + • oox11 - • 002..x5 + . 030 . 945 
. oo6x3 + . 006XlJ - 1 . 553 
9 .  Y1 = • 005X1 + . 013X6 - • 00,5X4 + • Ol6X7 + • 001X11 - • 002X S + • 028 . 957 
. 007x3 + . 007x13 - , Ol4X12 - 1 . 462 
10 . Y1 = • 005X1 + . 013X6 - . 00.5X4 + • 016X7 - • 001X11 - • 002X5 + . 030 . 95s · 
















R egression Equati on 
TABLE IV ( C ontinued ) 
Standard Error Multiple Varianc e 
of Estimat e C orrelation Account ed* 
Yl � , 004X1 + . Ol4X6 - . 004X4 + , Ol6X7 - , 001X11 - , 002XS + . 030 , 963 , 001 
, 008X 3 + , 006X13 - , 022X12 + , 77 51.9 - , 585X10 - 1 , 357 
12 . . Yl = , 003X1+ , 017X6 - . OOJX4 + . Ol7X7 - . OlOX11 - . 002X 5 + . 031 . 968 . 001 
. OlJX3 + . 007x13 - . 0)1X12 + l . 174X9 - . 900X10 '+ . 004X8 
l . J66 
13 .  Y1 = , OOJX1 + . 017x6 - , 002X4 + . Ol8X? - . Ol4X11 - . oozx 5 + 
. Ol4X3 + . 009X13 - , OJ2X12 + l . 149X9 - . 872X10 + . oosxa 
. 001X2 - 1 . 46 5 
* Total Varianc e . 077 
MS Variance . 00167 
Fo5 ( 1/3 ) = 10 . 13 ;  LSD = , 00167 x 10 . 13 = . 0169 




MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATI ON OF MEASUREMENTS FROM THE 
SIXTEEN BASEBALL PI ..... 4.YERS vmo BATTED AGAINST 
A PI TCHER INDOORS 














Ri ght Grip Strength 
(pounds ) _ 
Right Wri st Strength 
(pounds ) 




Arm Rai se 
(degree s ) 
Peripheral Vi sion 
(degre e s )  
Re.acti on Time 
( seconds ) 
Speed of Movement Time 
( sec onds ) 
Hand-Eye C oordination 
(pa s se s ) 
Agility 
( side step s )  
Vertical Jump 
(inche s ) 
Fair Hi t Rati o  
114 . 688 
- 4·6 . 438 
}4. 563 





16 . 563 
11 . 750 




16 . 094 
5 . 573 
5. 796 
2 80 34·0 
2 . 175 
2 . 217 
. 031 
. 038 
1 . 365 
1 . 000 




BATTING AGAINST PITCHING INDOORS 













1 . 00 . 61* * . 88* * . 67* * - .  06 
1 . 00 . 78* * . 63* * 
1 ,. 00 • 77* * 
1 . 00 
* l Right Grip Strength 
3 Right Wrist Strength 
4 L�ft Wri st Strength 
5 Trunk Strength 
6 Arm Rais e 
7 Peripheral Vision · 
. 24 
. 02 
- . 14 
1 . 00 
** ( . 05 level of confidence = . 50) 
- . 12 
- . 34 
- . 06 
. 14 
- . 06 
1 . 00 
. 11 - . 22 . 36 . 2 0 - . 13 
. 06 - . 06 . 55* * . 52** - . 24 
. 07 - . 16 . 46 . 41 - . 29 
. 09 - . 15 . 10 . 38 - . 11 
- . 06 . 11 . 30 . 27 
- . 29 - . 27 - . 60**- .  08 
1 . 00 . 84** . 08 . 19 
1 . 00 - . 04 - . 03 
1 . 00 . 31 
1 . 00 
•, 
9 Reaction Time 
10 Speed of Movement Time 
11 Hand-Eye C o ordination 
12 Agi lity 
13 V ertical Jump 
Y2 Fair Hit Ratio 
. 12 
- . 06 
. 04 
- . 02 
• 08 
- . 06 
1 . 00 
Y2 
. • 15 
. 17 
. 14 
- . 17 
. 48 
- . 09 
- . 29 








REGRESSION EQUATIONS DEVELOPED , THEIR STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE , MULTIPLE co&qELATION , 
AND VARIANCE ACCOUNTED FOR BY THE ADDITION OF EACH VARIABLE 
TABLE VII (C ontinued.) 
R egress ion Equation Standard Error Multiple 
Varianc e 
11 . Y2 = . 029 X6 - 3 . 135Xio + . 007x11 - . 002x5 + 2 . 428X9 + OlOX4 
, OOJX13 - . 002X1 - . 009X12 - . 001X7 + . ooox3 + 1 . 349 
* T otal Varianc e • 213 
MS Varianc e . 0283 
Fo5 (1/3) = 10 . 13 ; LSD = . 0283 x 10 , 13 = . 2867 
of Estimat e C orrelation Acc ounted* 
. 146 . 775 . ooo 
\.)'\ '.J 
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Batting again st opponent s..:,,_pitching. The nm,trix of zero order 
c orrelation i s  pre sented in Table IX . There wa s a very low degree of 
relation ship among the different independent hitting ability variable s , 
with only ona out of fifteen interc orrelati on s being si gnificant beyond 
the . 05 level of c onfidence .  None of the six independent variable s  
showed a significant c orrelation with hitting ability a t  the . 05 level 
of c onfidence .  
Th e  regre s si on equati on s c omputed are shown in Table x. Acc ording 
to the variance acc ounted for by additi on of each new variable to the 
equati on , none of the c ombinati on of variable s developed could si gnifi­
cantly predict hitting ability. It must be pointed out , h owever , that ti:e 
multiple c orrelati on showed a relatively high relati onship between the 
independent variable s and hitting ability again st opponents * pitching in 
game s .  Thi s can be seen by Equati on s 4, _5, and 6 which re sulted in multi­
ple c orrelati ons of • 92 8,  s 969 and • 976 re spectively o Thi s would indi.cate 
that from a practical point of view ,  hitting ability against opponents ' 
pitching in game s can be predic ted with rea sonable accuracy. 
Di scu s si on of Re sults 
The two hypothe se s stated that : 1 .  There i s  no signifi cant re-
lati onship between hi tting a ba seball and selected anatomical measurements 
and motor re spon se s ,  and , 2 .  A multiple regre ssi on equati on t o  signifi­
cantly predict hitting ability in ba seball cannot be developed. When 
applied to indoors batt:ing against. live pitching ,  both hypothe se s were 
ac cepted since none of the c orrelations were significant nor were any of 










MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF }1EASUREMENTS FROM THE 
TEN BASEBALL PLAYERS WHO BATTED AGAINST 
OPPONENT ' S  PITCHING DUR1NG GAMES 
Mea surements Mean 
Left Wri st Strength 34.400 
(pounds )  
Trunk Strength 109, JOO 
(pounds)  
Arm Rai se 5 , 700 
(degrees )  
Reaction 1'ime . 275 
( seconds ) 
Speed of Movement Time . 429 
( sec onas )  
Hand-Eye C oordinati on 16, 800 
(pa s se s )  




7 . 168 
34. 026 
2 . 003 
. OJ'? 
. o42 




BATTING AGAINST OPPONE11T 1 S  PITCHING DURING GAME 
Variable * 4 5 
4 1 . 00 , 79 






* 4 Left Wrist Strength 
5 Trunk Strength 
6 Arm Raise 
9 R eaction Time 
10 Speed of Movement Time 
11 Hand-Eye C oordination 
Y� Fair Hit Ratio :; 
6 
. 17 
- . 01 
l , 00 
** ( . 05 level of confidence ·• . 81) 
9 10 
- . oo - . 24 
• 03 - . 20 
- . 11 • 06 







1 . 00 
Y3 
. 29 
- . 24 
. 42 
- � 41 






2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
5 . 
6 .  
....  
TABLE X 
REGRESSION EQUATION DEVELOPED , THEIR STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE , MULTIPLE CORRELATION ,  
AND VARIANCE ACCOUNTED FOR BY THE ADDITION OF EACH VARIABLE 
Standard Error 
R egression Equation of Estimate 
Y J = • OllX 6 + • 384 . 052 
YJ = . Ol2X6 - . oo6x10 + . 624 . 049 
YJ � . Ol2X6 - . 007x10 - . 001.X 5 + . 718 . 048 
Y 3 = • 007x6 - • 005Xio - • 002X 5 + • 008X4 + • 553 . 027 
Y J = • 008X6 - • 004X10 - • 002X 5 + • Ol1.X4 - • 014X11 + • 682 • 020 
Y 3 = . 01ox6 - . 009X10 - , 002X 5 + . Ol1X4 - . 016X11 + , 005X9 • 020 
, 760 
* T otal Variance . 027 
MS Varianc e . 001 
F . 05 (1/2 ) = 18 , 51 ;  LSD = . 001 x 18 . 51 = . 0185 
Multiple Varianc e 
C orrelati on Accounted* 
. 421 . 005 
. 611 . 005 
. 694 . 003 
. 928 . 010 
. 969 • 002 




were accepted when applied to batting against cpponents ' pitching during 
a game situati o�1 sin c e  none of the correlati ons were significant and 
neither were any of the regre s si on equations significant. However ,  the 
two hypothe se s applying to batting against the pitch..i.ng ma.chine i ndoor s 
were re jected since the c omputed F rati o for the varianc e acc ounted for 
by the third equati on wa s above that nec e s sary for significanc e  a t  the 
• 05 level of c onfidenc e ( .  017 > . 016) and there wa s a significant 
c orrelati on between right grip strength and hitting abili ty against a 
pitching machine .  
In reviewing the literature , the inve stigator found few studie s  
that c orrelated hitti ng suc c e s s  with the same or similar measure s u sed 
in thi s study. The area s that have been te sted in other studie s  are 
depth perc epti on , hand-eye c oordinati on , left grip strength , and right 
grip stren gth . 
In the pre sent study depth perception wa s found t o  have a l ow 
c orrelation with hitting against a batting machine ( . 19) .  Thi s i s  in 
agreement wlth Olsen who stated that little , if any, relati onship exi sts 
between the ability to di scriminate the di stance of objects and motor . 
2 
performance ( . 075) . In hi s inve stigation of the relation of vi si on to 
ba seball performance ,  Winograd te sted the eye on eleven various mea sure s ,  
one of which wa s depth percepti on .  H e  found that vi sual acui ty and 
2Einar A. Ol sen ,  ".Rela.ti onship Between P sychological Capaciti e s  
and Suc c e s s  i n  C ollege . Athletic s ,  .. Research Quarterly, 27 • 79-89, 
March , 1956 . 
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various mea su.-r-e s .or eye-func ti oning had no significant rela ti o:nship to 
the succe ss fac tor in baseball batting . 3 Montebello ,  i n  a study on 
depth percepti on , a.1so found a low c orrela tion between depth percepti on 
and batting av:erage s over a one year sea son ( . 25) o4 
Hand-eye c o ordination shewed a low c orrelati on for all the area s 
of te sting s . 25 when batting against the pi tching machine indoor s ,  
.4.3 when batting again st live pitching indoors ,  and . 1.5 when ba tting 
again st opp onent s '  pitching . The se findings diffe1• from those of Bate s 
who noted that there wa s an . 81 c orrelation between batting average s 3.nd 
hand-eye c oordinati on among high scho ol basaball players . In additi on 
he c onclu�ed that hand-eye c oordinati on c ould be used to predi ct 
bat t:ing ability . 5 
In thi s study, left grip strength c orrelated very low with hitting 
ability against the pitching machine ( . 12 ) . Thi s i s  c onsi stent with 
Hook s who al so found a low c orrelati on ( . 36) for left grip str-ength . 6 
However , for right grip strength there were c onflicting re sults . Hooks 
3samuel Winograd , "The Rela ti onship of Timing · and Vi si on to 
Ba seball Performance ,  1 1  Re sea�gh Qu�terly, 13 1 481-494,  December ,  1942 . 
4Robert Albert Montebell o ,  " The Role of Stere osc opic Vi si on in 
S ome Aspects of Ba seball Playing Ability, " (unpubli shed Ma ster ' s  the si s , 
Ohio State Univer sity ,  C olumbu s ,  Ohi o ,  1953) , PP • 60-62 . 
5Frank H .  Bate s ,  "Relation ship of Hand and Eye C o ordinati on to 
Ac cura cy in Ba seball Batting , "  (unpubli shed Ma ster ' s  the si s ,  State 
University of I owa , I owa City, 1948) , P • 7 . 
6Gene Hook s  "Predicti on o f  Ba seball Ability Through a n  .Analysi. s  
of Mea sures of Str�ngth and Structure , 11 Re search Quarterli[, JO : 3-9-43 , 
March , 1959. 
rep orted a c orrelati on of . 327 for ri ght grip strength wherea s in thi s 
study right grip strength c orrelated signifi cantly with hitting succ e s s  
when batti ng against the pitching machine indoors ( , 49) and can be 
u sed a s  a predictor of succ e s s  in thi s are a .  Right grip strength , how­
ever , dropped to a low c orrelati on of ( . 12 )  for batting against live 
pitching indo or s . Apparently the relati on ship between right grip strength 
and hitting ability i s  s omewhat dependent on the means whereby hi tting 
ability i s  mea sured , 
A po s sible explanati on for the variable of right gr:i.p strength not 
c orrelating hi ghly throughout the study is that the batter may sw"'ing 
differently in different hitting environment s and hitting situa ti on s .  
The one change mo st eVident between the pitching machine and the other 
two hi ttj_ng area s wa s that the machine threw all pitche s the same and at 
the same spoed . H owever ,  when ba tting against a pitcher , the type of 
pitch and speed of the pitch wa s c onsi stently being cha nged . Thi s took 
�he anticipati on advantage away from the ba tter when batting a gain s t  a 
pitcher .  
'rhe inve stiga tor had a nticipated more of a c orrelati on between 
wri st strength and hitting suc ce s s  because of a statement ma.de by Cooper 
and Gla s s ow who empha sized the imp ortance of strong wri sts . They believed 
that a bat had to be moved rapidly if the p otential wri st acti on wa s to 
be realized . 8 Ted Wj_lliams a l s o  stated that one must have strong , quick 
7-rb • d J. 1 • 
8J ohn M. C ooper and Ruth B .  Gla ssow,  Kine si o� (St. Loui s a  
The c .  v .  Mosby C ompany, 1963) ,  PP • 85-88. 
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hands and wri sts to be a good hitter . 9 However , in the current study, 
none of the c orrelati ons between hitting ability and wri st strength 
SU.'"Pa ssed . 30 .  Thi s c ould indicate that q·llick wri sts are more important 
than strong wri sts and that the two variable s may not have a hi gh 
intercorrelation . 
In the pre sent study, the relati onship between reacti on time and 
hitting ability did not surpa ss .42 for the three area s te sted. None of 
the se were found to be significant .  Thi s i s  i n  agreement with Hewes and 
Peatfield who found that total body reaction or re sponse time wa s not a 
significant factor in ba seball hitting ability .  They found a c orrelati on 
10 of , 319 between reacti on time and ability to hit a ba seball . 
In summary, the inve stigat or would like to note that he had 
expected more significant c orrelati on s  between the independent variable s 
and hitting succ e s s ,  It wa s felt that the selec ted criteri on used , 
hitti ng the ball in fair terri tory , wa s the be st for judging hitting 
ability . Thi s criteri on doe s have a weakne ss , however , in that no 
attempt was made to judge how well a fair ball wa s hit. It may have been 
interesting in the outdoo� cri teri on of batting against opp onent s ' 
pitching , to have u sed the sea son ' s batting average a s  the criteri on . 
The inve stigator , however,  supports the cho sen criteri on. because it seems 
· logical t.ha t the greater number of balls hit fair v.:ould give the batter a 
9
Ted Williams � "How To Be a Better Hitter , "  Schola stic C oach , 
25 1 8. April , 1956 . 
lODana T .  Hewe s ,  and William R. Peatfield , " The Relati onship 
Between Auditory and Vi sual Reaction Time and Ba seball Hitting Ability p " 
(unpubli shed Ma ster ' s  the si s , Springfield C ollege , Springfield , 
Ma � sa chu setts , 1956 ) , P •  39 , 
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better opportunity to get a hit or reach ba se safely. He also feels that 
if all ei ghteen subject s would have been able to take a sufficient 
number of swings , s ome significant findings may have appeared in batting 
against oppon�nts ' pitching . Thi s i s  particularly apparent when one 
analyze s  the developed regre s si on equati on s .  None of the equati ons were 
stati stically significant . Yet , if one look s  at the multiple c orrelati cn s ,  
i t  i s  apparent that hitting ability can b e  predicted wi th  rea sonable 
accuracy . Therefore from a practical point of view, anyone intere sted 
in predicting hitting ability can do so by using the four variable s  o� 




SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS , AND RECOMHENDATIONS 
Summa� 
The purpo se of thi s s tudy wa s to inve stigate the relati onship 
between the independent variable s of ri ght grip strength , left grip 
strength , ri ght wri st strength , left wri st strength , trunk strength , 
kine stheti c percepti on , peripheral vi si on ,  depth percepti on , reacti on 
time , speed of movement time , hand-eye c oordination , agility, a nd leg 
power with the ability of a batter to hit a. ba seball . A sec ondary pur­
pose wa s to develop a regre s si on equati on from the independent variable s 
whi ch could be used to predict hitting suc c e s s .  
Eighteen S outh Dak ota State University varsity ba seball players 
of the 1972 ba seball sea son were te sted on the thirteen independent 
anatomical mea sur ement s and motor re spon se s .  From interc orrelati on s and 
c orrelati on s between the independent variable s and dependent succe s s  
criteri on o f  individual hit s again st the pitching machine i ndoor s , live 
pitching indoor s , and opp�nent s '  pitching during game situati on s ,  three 
separate c orrelati on matrices and regre s si on equati on table s were 
developed for the purpose of predic ting hitting ability . 
The re sul t s of the study showed that right grip strength c orre ­
lated signifi cantly wi th hitting succe s s  when batting against the pitching 
machine .  Al s o ,  hitting s ucce s s against the pitching machine c ould be 
signific�ntly predic ted by using the three independent variable s of ri ght 
grip strength � arm ra i C3e , and left wr1�st strength (R=. 820) . 
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The sec ond re sult found wa s that none of the independent var,iable s 
c orrelated signifi cantly with hitting success when batting against live 
pitching i nd� ors , and that no stati sticall y significant regre s si on 
equati on wa s developed to predict hitting ability when batting a gain st 
live pitching indoor s .  Th e  highe st value the multiple c orrelati on 
reached wa s . 775 and thi s occurred when all eleven independent variable s  
were combined to predi ct hitting succe s s .  Therefore , from a pra c tical 
point of vi ew , hitting succe s s  aga:lnst liv e pitching indoor s c ould not 
be predicted wi th any degree of accuracy. 
The third re su.lt found wa s that none of the independent variable s 
c orrelated significantly with hi tting succe s s  when batting against 
oppon.ent s '  pitching during the sea son .  Als o ,  no stati stically signifi­
cant regre s si on equati on wa s developed to predict hitting ability when 
batting again st opponents ' pitching during the· sea son .  However , becau�e 
of the magnitude of the multiple c orrelations (R=. 928) , it is apparent 
that hitting a.bility can be predicted with rea sonable accuracy� Anyone 
intere sted in predicting hitting ability can do so by using the four 
variable s of arm rai se , speed of movement time , trunk strength , · and left 
wri st strength . 
C on£1.� .. si on 
Due to the re sults of thi s study and with.in the limitati on s ,  the 
inve stigator c onclude s &  
L Only one independent variable related signi ficantly to hitting 
ability again st the pitching machine indoors .  Thi s variable wa s right 
grip strGngth , 
2 .  Hitting ability against the pitching machine indoors can be 
significantly predicted from a combination of at lea st three independent 
variable s .  The se variables are right grip strength , arm rai se , and 
left wri st strength . 
3. Hitting ability again st live pitching indoor s cannot be 
predicted with stati stical significance from tho c ombination of 
variable s used in thi s  study. Furthermore , there i s  no significant 
rela ti onship between the independent variables and hitting ability 
a gainst live pi tching indoor s .  
4 .  Hitting ability against opponents ' pitching during game 
situati ons cann ot be predic ted with stati stical si gnificance from the 
c ombinati on of variable s u sed in thi s stud;>r..- Furthermore , there i s  no 
si gni ficant re lati onship between the independent variable s and hitting 
ability against opponents ' pitching during the sea son , 
5.  Although none of the equati ons for batting against opponents ' 
pitc.hine; during game situati ons were stati sti cally s"ignificant , the 
magnitude of the multiple c orrelati on s  (R= , 928) , make s i t  apparent that 
hi tting ability can ba predicted wi th rea sonable accuracy. From a 
practical point of vlew, anyone intere sted in predicting hitting ability 
can do so by using the four variable s of arm rai se , speed of movement 
time , tl"unk strength , and left wri st strength . 
Re�endati oYJ. s 
Ba sed on the findi....'l'lgs of thi s study , the inve stigator proposed the 
following rec ommendati ons fur further study . 
1 .  1nat further study b e  c onducted employing the same procedure s 
and stat:l. stica.1 de sign . but that a large number of subje�ts be used. 
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2. That a study be c onducted on the relationship of strength to 
the vari ous gripping po siti ons of the hands on the bat and the ability 
to hit a ba seball . 
J. That further study be c onducted employing the same procedure s 
and stati stical de sign , but that a different criterion be used to judge 
hitting succ e s s ,  
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11 25 • .549 
11 22 . 669 
12 2 3  . 533 
12 21 . 758 
13 21 . 522 
12 22 . 552 
11 24 . 616 
12 24 . 601 
1 3 . 07 
+> 
A fJ) •n "'l"'I 
(f.l H ...C:: H ...C:: 
+> 0 �  � �  () (l) +> � +> � •r) ..c: Q) ...c:: Q) ,0 QO � � H  :::s or1 +> .r-f +> (I) 0:::: tJ) 0:::: Cl) 
2 107 45 
3 135 49 
4 114 51 
5 119 49 
6 127 43 
8 140 .58 
9 121 50 
10 117 47 
11 113 43 
12 76 36 
13 97 44 · 14 111 42 
15 137 49 
16 105 Lt4 
17 1 03 .54 
18 113 39 
x 115 4·6 
SD 16 6 
APPENDIX B 
TABLE XII 
THE RAW DATA , MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE ELEVEN INDEPENDENT VARIABLES AND THE ONE DEPENDENT VARIABLE FOR THE SIXTEEN SUBJECTS USED IN THE STUDY 
...c:: 
"t>. Q) El � s.:: or-f 0 +> Q) r-f - � eM ((.) H Q) ro 
+> .r-f ..c: +> ti) H � t'+-t +> Q) cd f..1 +> Cl) er-I (l) 0 0 s.:: >, s.:: >, � QO cd ..c: s:: •rl Q) r:c.l or{ +> s.:: � p::::; A O  +> rg ai I '°d •n +> <l) s.:: ..-! •rl () Q) 'S § r-1 C+--l � :::s El f..1 (/) ctl = Q) > .r-f Q) +> f..1 H Q) or-I (jj .r-f A O  ro o tl.O ....:1 Cl.) f-1 < ti.. > p::::; E--i Cl) :E: � (.)  < 
30 109 5 96 0 25 . 41 16 10 40 1.34 3 97 . 24 . 39 16 11 35 116 9 95 . 25 . 41 17 13 
33 139 5 94 . 33 . 48 15 13 37 130 3 94 . JO . 48 15 10 L�8 176 7 94 . 26 . 40 19 13 
38 128 1 93 . 27 . 40 17 12 
35 101 4 92 • 35 . 50 19 12 31 96 3 94 . 24 . 36 16 12 
2 3 69 6 96 . 25 . 44  16 11 
29 72 6 96 . 28 . 46 15 11 
34 100 2 96 . 26 . 42 16 . 12 41 89 8 94 . 28 . 43 18 12 
36 127 5 98 . 29 . 45 15 · . 13 
34 89 6 89 . 27 . 47 18 12 
29 81 6 92 . 27 . 42 17 11 
35 110 5 94 . 27 . 43 17 12 





tl.O r-1 ;: cd •r-f 0 ): .,-I � �  +> H +> +> Q) er-f cd > ::x:-: �  
24 . 469 
23 . 701 
25 0 570 
24 . 507 
24 . yµ.� 
24 . 694 
18 • .542 
27 . 558 
28 . 672 
25 . 655 
22 . 615 
23 . 385 
21 . 788 
21 . 558 
22 . 590 
24 . 693 
23 • 58JI. 
2 . 119 
+> 
fl} 
fl} oN �  
+> 
� �  0 Q,) 
•rJ +> Q) 
,0 � Jj  ::1 















THE RAW DATA, MEANS .AN"D STAIIDARD DEVIATIONS 
OF THE SIX INDEPENDENT VARIABLES AND THE 
ONE DEPENDENT VARIABLE FOR THE TEN 
SUBJECTS USED IM THE STUDY 
.. i:: +> Q) Q) bD i:; s � J::: ...... ...... 0 
Q) E-c E-t -r-1 
� Q,) +> 
+> fl} J::: � +> Q) cd ti) ...... 0 0 � >-, �  
cd oN Q) i:x:l .n � � +> � �  I rd J::: 0 rd � 
� 
� cd Q) > $:! 0 
� <D Pt 0 cd 0 
< � Ul � � o  
134 3 . 24 . 39 16 
116 9 . 25 . 41 17 
139 5 . 33 . Ll-8 15 
1'76 7 . 26 .40 19 
101 4 . 35 . 50 19 
96 3 . 24 . 36 16 
69 6 . • 25 . 44  16 
72 6 . 28 . 46 15 
89 8 . 28 , 4J 18 
81 6 . 27 . 42 17 
109 6 , 28 .43 17 
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Strength 
(pounds ) 

















( seconds)  
APPENDIX D 
TABLE XJ.V 
RESULTS OF THE CHANGES OF Th� INDEPENDENT 
VARIABLES FROM TEST I TO TEST II 
Te st I Test II SE 
Mean Mean d d 
1 14. 61 llJ. 22 - 1. 39 3. 50 .. 
100 . 17 101 . 28 + 1. 11 1. 90 
44. 33 46 . 72 + 2 . 39 1 . 57 
33 . 22 35 . 89 + 2 . 67 le .54 
100 . 89 113. 06 +12 . 17 5 . 51 
4. 94· 4 • .50 - . 44  c 69 
93. 61 94 . oo + . 39 • .52 
11 . 67 9 . 78 - 1 . 89 1 . 44  
. 280 . 265 - . 015 . 007 
81 
t *  
. Ao 
. 58 
1 • .52 
1 11 73 
2 . 21 
. 64  
. 75 
1 . 31 
2 � 14 
82 
TABLE XIV (C ontinued) 
Te st I Test II SE 
Variable Mean Mean d d !* 
Speed of 
Movement Time . 430 . 429 - . 0011 . 0062 . 18 
( sec onds ) 
Hand-Eye 
Coordination 15. 83 16. 77 +. 94 . 17 5 • .53 
(pa s se s ) 
·-
Agility 10 . 94 11. 89 +. 95 . 33 2 . 88 
( side step s ) 
Vertical 
Jump 
(inche s ) 
23, 50 23. 17 -. 33 . 40 . 82  
*1. 05{17) = 2 . 11 , 1, 01\i75 = 2 . 90 
